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Diversity
issues
Fake IDs a real problem
perplex Poly
Frog and
Peach
d o orm an
M a tt
checks IDs
on Tuesday
n ig h t.
Some local
business
ow ners
and
em ployees
ta ke class
es p u t on
by th e
SLOPD
th a t teach
th e m how
to spo t
fake IDS.
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By Devin Kingdon
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

The money was just so good.
John made $400 in one month for
doing practically nothing. TlTere
were risks involved, hut at this
point it didn’t matter. They could
buy beer with their fake IDs and
make money selling them as well.
John, who spoke on the condi
tion of anonymity, and a friend,
both from the same small town in
Northern California, were at one
point supplying ll^» for almost half
of their senior class.
“We started making IDs so we
could buy cigarettes ourselves,”
John said. “But then we realized
there was a really big market for
fake IDs. We probably made over
$2,000 total.”
John finally gave up making fake
IDs last year because the risks w’ere
too high. Two men from his home
town were arrested for dnink dri
ving after they bought alcohol with
IDs he had made. The arresting
officers confiscated their IDs.

“T/ie
scar)i part is that for the right price any^
one can get their hands on an ID, whether or not
they We using it to buy alcohol or do something else/'
Jeff Booth
SLOPD officer
These risks were echcTed by San
Luis Obispo police officer Jeff
Btxith.
“It seems like a game to most
people,” he said. “But the conse
quences of both making and using
a take ID are pretty serious.”
The penalty for using a take ID
usually results in a fine ranging
from $225 to $400 and surrender
ing one’s driver’s license for a year
(this can usually be reduced to a
month with alcohol education
cla.sses). However, the penalties
can lx* harsher if a fake name is
u.sed on the ID. This increases the
violation from a misdemeanor to a
felony, even if the person is a rela
tive, B<K'»th said.
But even with knowledge of the

risks, minors continue to use their
![>; to purchase alcohol and gain
admittance into bars. A 19-ycarold Cal Poly sophomore, who
wished to remain anonymous, has
been using his older brother’s ID
for over six months and has yet to
run into any problems.
“1 haven’t been rejected any
where in town so far,” he said. “It’s
worth the risk. If there is no other
way to get the alcohol then I’m
going to do it. There are a lot of
other more important things that
police should be concentrating on.
Besides, underage drinkers are
going to get the alcohol they want
one way or another. Cracking

see ID, page 4

Before Proposition 209 passed,
California public universities could
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
consider race, gender, ethnicity and
It has been nearly six-and-a-half parental income, among other factors,
years since California voters passed in addition to grades, test scores and
Proposition 209, and Cal Poly is still extracurricular activities in the admis
recovering from its effects.
sions process. This allowed a university
The state resolution banned the use to target particular ethnic groups to
of affirmative action programs in public become students, said College of
iastitutions.
Liberal Arts I3ean Harry Hellenbrand.
“Prop. 209 had one of the most dev
“You could no longer do targeted
astating effects on diversity,” said Jim recruitment in that way,” Hellenbrand
Maraviglia, assistant vice president of said.
admissions, recruitment and financial
Although it is illegal to consider race
aid. “When the campus lost the ability tor admission. Cal Poly has taken steps
to use race, gender and ethnicity as a toward diversifying the campus.
factor (in determining admission), it
“I’m ctxky enough to say that
lost a great deal in its ability to select a (Proposition) 209 put a pretty big hur
diverse pcx)l.”
dle in our way,” but Cal Poly will get
Cal Poly’s total undergraduate over that with time and commitment,
enrollment for Fall 1001 was 17,401, Maraviglia said.
60.7 percent of whom were white,
One such leap made by Cal Poly was
according to statistics from the Cal Poly the creation of the University Diversity
2002-03 Fact BtKik prepared by Enhancement Qumcil (UDEC) last
Institutional Planning and Analysis. In October. Chaired by Hellenbrand, the
1995, the year before Proposition 209 organization’s purpose is to improve the
was passed, 59.3 percent of the 14,943 campus climate and increase student
undergraduates were white. Though it diversity.
is just more than one percentage ptiint,
The council’s immediate goals are to
the discrepancy may be larger because re-achieve and exceed the level of
12.3 percent of the students didn’t spec diversity before Proposition 209,
ify their origin last fall, compared with becLTme a more receptive place tor stu
the 7.5 percent of 1995.
dents, faculty and staff of color and var
The number of black students on ious sexual orientations and increase
campus has decreased by 50 p»ercent the number of minority faculty and staff
since 1990, falling to 154 as of last fall. members, Hellenbrand said.
Students of Mexican descent have also
UDEC is partnering with alxmt 35
shown a decrease in numbers in the last to 40 high schtxils throughout the state
13 years, though less drastic: they now to attract their students to Cal Poly.
represent 6.6 percent of the undergrad The partnership program serves schixrls
uate [xipulation.
whose students traditionally have low
The Cal Poly Asian American pcip- college participation rates and are high
ulation, meanwhile, has mixlcrately ly underrepresented and underserved.
increased from 1,762 in 1990 to 2,029
“Those schtxils that are best h(x>kcd
in 2003.
into the educational mainstream in the
“With (affirmative action’s) abolish state tif California teitd to be pretty
ment in California, it’s a struggle to homogenous urban and suburban
diversify the campus,” said Mark schtKjLs,” Hellenbrand said. “So we’re
Fabionar,
cixjrdinator
of
the trying to reach out and diversify that a
Multicultural Center
little bit.”
Fabionar added that there has been
The Partners Program, though not
an increase in applicants from diverse aimed at minorities, is desired to attract
backgnxinds, but the number of those students of color.
accepted and enrolled has remained
see DIVERSITY, page 4
relatively stable.

By Andy Fahey

Renowned viticulturist returns to campus, helps major
► Richard Smart to
teach continuing
education wine course
next m onth
By Luke Darling
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

To many students, the names of
most wines might as well be in a
foreign language, but this quarter
a renowned viticulturist returned
to Cal Poly to teach the language.
Richard Smart is teaching two
upper-division viticulture classes
as well as an intensive three-day
continuing education course May
9 to 11. Smart is an expert in the
field of viticulture and is sharing
his 40 years of knowledge .
For the past 12 years. Smart has
been a full-tim e international
viticulture consultant. His job has
taken him across the world to
countries such as Spain, Portugal
and Chile. However, despite the
traveling, Smart said he relishes
the time he spends at^ Cal Poly
V#*.% ♦VAVAVcV ’

and the different perspectives he
can lend to the students.
"1 do an awful lot of traveling,
and for me it’s a nice welcome to
stay in one place and talk to the
students on a daily basis,” Smart
said. “I try to use a lot of
Australian anecdotes and per
spectives in class and the students
seem to like that.”
Smart received a doctorate in
science and agriculture from the
University of Stellenbosch in
South Africa, for his research in
canopy management effects on
vineyard quality and yield, as well
as a doctorate from C ornell
University.
“I’m particularly indebted to an
American university, Cornell in
particular and the studies of
Nelson Shaulis, and I’m quite
happy to be contributing to an
American university,” Smart said,
“It’s a little bit of a payback for
me.”
College of Agriculture Dean
David J. Wehner said in a press

the return of the viticulturist and
hoped it could send a clear mes
sage to the growing industry of
the Cal Poly’s advancement in the
field.
Tlie three-day course will be
taught with fellow professor Keith
Patterson. The course, “College
in
a
C oach:
Intensive
Viticulture,” will cover topics that
include vineyard management
techniques, harvesting and site
Uxation.
Smart said he feels the course is
designed for people interested in
entering the wine industry or
those who seek additional knowledge in the field, but do not have
a substantial amount of time.
Sm art’s return to Cal Poly coin
cides with the efforts of the crop
science department and the
College of Agriculture ro make
viticulture
a viable
major.
Currently
the
C ollege
of
Agriculture and the Academic
Senate have approved the poten-

' see SMART o a a e 4
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Professor Richard S m art teaches in a Cal Poly vine yard . Sm art is a
renow ned v itic u ltu ris t w h o is c u rre n tly teaching tw o u p p e r-d ivisio n v iti
c u ltu re classes and w ill be teaching a co n tin u in g e d ucatio n class "College
In a Coach: Intensive V itk u ltu l« ''M a y 9 t o l l . jV»V*
'A*A* '■
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Cal Poly, but it wasn’t until Projstisition
209 pas.sed that it became more of a fcx:al
point
at universities throughout
continued from page 3
C?alifomia. Maraviglia Sitid. Competitive
institutions like the University of
"TTiey arc not tarticrinj> sclnx)ls ot
CJalifomia campuses at Los Angeles and
color per sc, hut there seems to he an
interesting correlation between stxially Berkeley felt the ramificatioas as well.
“Tlte highly selective institutions are
and economically disadvantaged schtxils
struggling with the after-effects of
with race,” Fahionar said.
Tlic schixds chosen tor the partner (Proposition) 209,” he .said. “Without
ships generally lack opportunities pro diversity, you’re really not a university
vided by other high schix>ls, which cre environment.”
ates a figurative uneven playing field.
•Affirmative action continues to be a
Students at these schcx>ls are not offered prominent issue at college campuses
advanced placement courses, proper
nationwide. Two class action lawsuits
ad\’ising or test preparation, Maraviglia
filed against the University of Michigan,
said.
one to its undergraduate schcxil and one
"There has always been an uneven
playing field,” he said. “1 don’t care what to its law school, in 1997 accused the
color, what gender, what ethnicity you university of unconstitutional, racial dis
are. In certain areas, there is not the crimination.
Michigan’s undergraduate schixil uses
same opjxirtunities there are in others.
Until we address the unequal playing a psoint system to determine admission to
field,” it will continue to he “much more thousands of applicants each year. A
difficult for certain .segments to compete, minority member can get a 20-point
and this is a ver>' competitive place.”
Ixmus out of a possible 150 points and
Though the Partners Program has
other factors such as grades, test scores
showed mixierate success, there is still a
and extracurricular activities are general
lot of work to he done.
ly worth considerably less, according to
“We’re .seeing some better results,”
Maraviglia said. “Rut are we anywhere an April 1 article from The As.s(x;iated
near where we need tti he? The answer Press.
A federal judge in 2001 niled that the
would he unequiviKally no.”
The lack of diversity at Cal Poly can law schtxil’s admissions policies were
he attributed to a number of factors, unconstitutional. TLie U.S. Supreme
including inadequate high schixil prepa- Cxiurt heard the cases earlier this month
ratittn and the cost of moving Ut and liv and is expected to make a niling some
ing in San Luis Obispo. A major factor, time this summer.
however, is the lack of funding available
The outcomes of the lawsuits are mn
for scholarships.
likely to affect affimtative action prac
“We tend to compete for really hightices in California, Hellenbrand s:iid.
quality students,” Hellenbrand said.
“If they give a narrow niling on the
“And a lot of the very gixxl students we
(admit) are also getting offers from a lot Michigan case, it shouldn’t affect what
of other places that could throw money we do here at Cal Poly, because we’re not
doing anything close to what they’re
at them.”
Diversity has always been an is,sue at doing in Michigan,” he said.

DIVERSITY

ID
continued from page 3

down on fakes won’t curb any
thing.”
Since September 2001, SLOPD
has collecited over 1,300 IDs,
including 600 from local businesses.
“By law we are supposed to take'
any fakes we see, and on average 1
probably take about three fakes per
weekend,” Mother’s Tavern bounc
er Adam Miller said. “People will
do almost anything to get them
back; I’ve been offered money and
even sexual favors if 1 return their
ID to them.”
Booth, who has led an almost
two-year 'investigation into both
the use and manufacturing of fake
IDs in the area, said there are cur
rently three men on trial at the
(San
Luis
Obispo)
County
Courthouse for making IDs, includ
ing two from San Luis Obispo and
one from Paso Robles. According to
The Tribune, search warrants were
issued and police confiscated “sev-

SMART
continued from page 3
tial major, which is now going
through the C alifornia State
University approval process.
“We feel Cal Poly’s viticulture
program could service a very large
area and it would be a vital source
for students and the wine indus
try,” said crop science Department
Head Jennifer Ryder Fox. “It takes

Visions

People will do almost anything to get them back; Pve
been offered money and even sexual favors if I return
their ID to them/'
Adam Miller
Mother's Tavern bouncer
eral computers, image scanners,
computer storage media and lami
nation and stamping machines”
that would be used in the making
fake IDs. All three men face fines as
well as possible prison time.
The police have a number of
ways to try and curtail the use of
IDs.
“We have sting operations at var
ious businesses from time to time,”
Booth said. “Often, officers will just
wait outside a store and stop anyone
coming out with alcohol that does
n’t look 21 and check their ID.”
SLOPD also teaches a class once
a year for businesses with A BC
(Alcohol and Beverage Control)
liquor licenses that shows business
owners and employees how to spot
common flaws in IDs.

“When 1 got hired, 1 took the
class that SLOPD offered, along
with most of the other employees of
bars and restaurants downtown,”
Miller said. “They give a presenta
tion and also a printout of wliat
characteristics you should be look
ing for in a fake ID.”
Booth said he hopes that through
the classes, businesses selling alco
hol will be able to do a better job
spotting the fakes and help curb the
use of IDs in the city.
“The truly scary part is that for
the right price anyone can get their
hands on an ID, whether or not
they’re using it to buy alcohol or do
.something else,” Booth said. “The
technology is getting better and
better, making fakes even harder to
spot.”

roughly a year for the C SU
approval process to come through,
and we are hoping to have the
major ready for students and facul
ty by Fall 2004.”
Fox said Cal Poly is a perfect
location to offer students in-depth
knowledge of viticulture, ecology
and core-related business aspects.
“There arc thousands of acres of
vineyards in the tri-county area of
Monterey, San Luis Obispo and
Santa Barbara, and we are right in
the middle of the entire area,” she

said.
Smart said he is pleased to see
Cal Poly making strong efforts to
offer the viticulture major to the
students he feels are so deserving.
“1 don’t think I’ve taught such
enthusiastic and hard-working stu
dents who are always willing to
learn new and different perspec
tives,” Smart said.
A
course
description
for
“College in a Coach: Intensive
V iticulture”
is
located
at
www.continuing-ed.calpoly.edu.
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Poly's first doctoral candidates to begin classes fall quarter
By Stacee Doming
MUSTANG DAILY STAI-F WRITER

Cal Poly and University of
California, Santa Barbara made histo
ry earlier this month when they
announced the Central Coast’s first
joint doctorate program.
The ( >al Poly University Center for
Teacher Education and U C S B ’s
Gevirt: Graduate Schcx)! of Education
will offer a Doctor of Education decree
program in educational leadership.
Students admitted to the program will
begin classes in the fall.
This will be the first doctorate pro

gram offered at Cal Poly. The pro
gram consists of three years and two
quarters of continuous enrollment,
with classes held on both campuses,
Cal Poly and UCSB.
“W hen you can bring these two
stellar universities together in this
wav^ it’s phenomenal for San Luis
Obispo County and the rest of the
Central Coast,’’ program director Jim
Gentilucci said.
T he program will be aimed to
accommodate working profession
als. By having an accelerated time
frame, program participants will be
able to remain empjloyed full time

while enrolled.
The idea has been in talks fot the
last 15 years, Gentilucci said. In
2001, the chancellor of the Cal State
system and the president of the UC
system reached an agreement to initi
ate joint programs between the two
university systems.
“The program will take the best of
both institutions and synthesize them
together,” Gentilucci said.
The program takes the U C ’s focus
on theory research and combines it
with CSU-applied practice methods,
Gentilucci said.
The doctorate program is being

funded by a $342,000 state .start-up
grant to be spread out over a two-year
period. After the two-year grant
stops, the UC system is committed to
fund the program.
This is the first partnership between
C'al Poly and UCSB, with other joint
C SU and UC programs to follow.
With course work beginning in
fall, the program is currently accept
ing applications. Gentilucci said the
program will only accept 15 students
for the first year and 12 students for
every year there after.
Some say the program was much
needed on the Central Coast.

“Educational leaders are needed to
meet the changing demands of
California’s
.school
districts,”
Gentilucci said.
Program faculty Kenneth Palmer
agreed.
“Before this program, education
professionals’ only source of adminis
tration training was at UCLA and
U C Berkeley, and now that’s no
longer the case,” Palmer said.
The program is arranged so its
graduates will become scholar practi
tioners, bringing theory re.search and
first-hand experience to K-12
schools, community colleges, univer-
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Cal Poly Rugby

Cal Poly Women's Tennis

B u ll's - e y e o n t h e i r b a c k s
Big West schools. The Mustangs
earned the No. 1 seed this year after
pxisting an 8-1 conference record.
Freshman Samantha Waller said
she has been preparing for this tour
By M ichael M arquez
nament all season and can’t wait
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
until it gets underway.
“As a true freshman along with
T he Cal Poly women’s tenuis
(Sheila)
Lewis and (Kristen) Grady,
ream enters the 2003 Big West
Championships
today
at
the we all want to make a statement as
Rlackhawk
Country
Club
in the best newcomers in cijnference,”
Danville, Calif., with one objective: Waller said.
In his third season. Bream has set
Win the tournament and get an
a
great
foundation for Cal Poly
automatic hid to the N CA A
women’s tennis, posting a 38-25
Tournament.
Tire team boosted the program’s overall record.
“My job as a coach is to build a
best record since entering the Big
program that wins conference titles
West seven years
-------------------------- and goes to the
ago with an overN C A A
all record of 17-6
y an ked
Tournament year
overall, and the
.
,
...
in and year out,”
Mustaniis are cur- team in the country. My
Bream said. “1
remiy ranked No. confidence in this team is
want to help put
Cal Poly on the
'’°Wnh’',hr,'or
than) any team
map as one of
se ed. Cal Poly kve coocked at the college
the nation’s top
earned a bye in
N CA A
prothe iirst round ot

► Top-seeded Mustangs
open Big West Tourney
after first-round bye

play and will face
the winner ot
Cal
Thursday night’s
UC
Riverside
(No. 8) - Utah State (No. 9) match
tixlay at 10:30 a.m.
Head coach Hugh Bream said he
IS confident that the women will
play great solid tennis over the week
end and bring home a conference
title.
“Tlie way our team is playing at
this stage in the seastm, we can heat
any ranked team in the country,”
Bream said. “My confidence in this
team is (greater than) any team I’ve
coached at the college level."
The Mustangs have worked and
trained tLXi hard to let this opportu
nity slip away, said senior and team
captain Danielle Hustedt.
The tournament includes all 10

Hugh Bream i'“
Poly head coach

”

ByCaitlin O'Farrell

Tf5f

-3k.
(.cham pionship
action
began
Thursday, as seventh-seeded Idaho
'itook on No. 10 C S Fullerton, in
addition to the UC Riverside-Utah
State match.
Quarterfinal action will begin
m -]
today. No. 4 Cal State Nnrthridge
will play No. 5 U C Santa Barbara,
BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAILY
No. 3 U C Irvine will play No. 6
Pacific, No. 1 Cal Poly will take on
Cal Poly freshm an K risten Grady and th e rest o f th e M ustangs are
the U C RiversideAJtah State winner
v y in g fo r a Big West C ham pionship th is w eekend at D anville.
and No. 2 Lting Beach State will play
the winner of Thursday’s Idaho/Cal the 2003 NCAA Tournament selec ESPN News at 1:30 pm. First-round
tions. An automatic bid into the N CA A regional action will take
State Fullerton match.
Saturday will be the semifinals, N CAA Tournament will be awarded place May 9 to 11 at an undecided
with the championship scheduled for to the winner of the Big West West Coast campus. TTie women’s
Tournament.
champion.ships will be held May 15
noon on Sunday.
The 64-team field for the women through 24 at the University of
Following
the
Big
West
will
be announced Wednesclay on Florida in Gaine.svillc.
Championships, Cal Poly will aw-ait
'

What's not to like about softball?
I

For one, shortstop and cleanup Sunday. Cal Poly was behind 4-3 in
hitter Chelsy Stoufer is in the midst the bottom of the sixth when Stoufer
of a hitting streak. She extended it to led off the inning, already 0 for 2 on
13 games Wednesday in a double- the day. As softhall games only go
header against IxTyola Marymount.
.seven innings, the streak’s fate
It’s gone largely unnoticed, per Kxiked even bleaker when Stoufer
haps because of Cal Poly’s struggles fell behind in the count.
or the fact that
Still,
she
Stoufer’s streak ▼
pushed the count
is still relatively ShoTtStOp a n d c le a n u p h it'
full to 3-2 and
small.
major
batting

Most
Q j^ i^ S t o u f e r is in th e
league
. .
r i - i
streaks tu id st o f d h ittin g S tr e a k .

“p
to center.
Stoufer said she
remains somewhat
don’t sec large- She extended it to 13
scale coverage
iirr j
j
frustrated at her
until they reach
Wednesday.
team’s trials and
25 games.
tribulations.
Additionally,
the
streak
is
not
that
“Inconsistencies
have been killing
C o m n i G n t a r y know if
us,” she said. “Some days we’ll hit
it’s the big of a deal to Stoufer.
“Tixlay
was
the
first
day
1
thought
great,
great pitching, great defense
kneepads, large halls or what, but
I’ve never been to a game. I need to about it,” .‘ihc said after Wedne.sday’s and then other days, ju.st one ele
change this, but the fact that I’m a games. “1 don’t think about it at a ll... ment will be off.”
all I remember is if we won or lost.”
The team certainly has talent.
lazy bastard really doe.sn’t help.
There’ve definitely been close Stoufer complements the stellar
It’s unfortunate for the most part
as, from what I’ve heard, I’m mi.ssing calls. The streak almost ended at 10 pitching rotation of Jamie Gelbart,
games against U C Santa Barbara on Eva Nelson and Ca.ssie Vanderbeek.
out on a number of things.

Mustangs'
season ends
in Elite Eight
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Golden Graham

have a confessitm: This week’s
column is about a team that 1
have not seen play.
I’ve been meaning to take in a
softball game for the last couple of
weekends now, but things keep com
ing up.
For one thing, it’s hard for me to
get motivated to go watch a team
that has struggled this season and is
now 20-31. I’ve been a Sacramento
Kings fan for more than 10 years,
and while I’m no bandwagon phony,
it was hard for me to watch my Kings
back when they weren’t so great.
I’ve also never been into softball. 1

Visions

Senior pitcher Gelbart has a 2.99
ERA, and underclassmen Nelson
and Vanderbeek have eight complete
games between them.
Second baseman Roni Sparrey,
first baseman Holly Ballard and
Stoufer are also hitting above .300,
and Ballard has a chance to finish
the season with her on-base percent
age o v e r.400.
Still, it’s too late now for the team
to see much more success. Cal Poly
sits in sixth place in the Big West at
5-7, and chances don’t look good for
the team to make the (Dollege World
Series.
I’m going to be out of town for the
final home series. May 9 and 10
against Utah State. Ultimately, I too
will have to wait until next season to
see softball success.
Graham W om ack is a jo u rn a lism
ju n io r and M ustang D aily staff
w rite r. "G olden
G raham " and
M ustang Daily are part o f a com 
plete breakfast.

W EST POINT, N.Y. — The Cal
Poly rugby team was 90 seconds shy of
its first-ever Final Four appearance
when the season ended prematurely
over Easter weekend. Tire team com
peted in the Sweet 16 and Elite Eight
rounds of U SA Rugby’s Collegiate
Division I National Championships.
O n Saturday, the 11 th-seeded
Mustangs got their chance for
redemption against sixth-seeded St.
Mary’s, which upset Cal Poly in the
first round of last year’s playoffs.
“TLie first game was a real impor
tant game for us because St. Mary’s
beat us last year and rubbed it in,” fly
half John Kennard said.
The first half of the game was fastpaced, with Cal Poly taking a 27-10
lead. TlTey set the tone for the game
with big hits and .scoring mostly with
long runs. Toward the end of the
game Cal Poly was able to bring in
younger players to give them some
playoff experience and rest the
starters for Sunday’s match.
“W e’ve been looking forward to
the rematch all year because we want
ed to let the rugby world know that
last year was just a fluke,” inside cen
ter Nick Giacalone said.
Sunday’s game against third-seeded
Army was a matchup of two contrast
ing styles. Cal Poly relies on skill and
speed while Army utilizes their size
and conditioning to wear opponents
down. The first half was marred with
many turnovers and stoppages of play
as Army toi>k a 6-3 lead.
"A t the beginning of the game the
referee made a few questionable
calls,” outside center Matt Gallagher
said. “Rut instead of recognizing that
and making adjustments, we got out
of our game plan. During the last 20
minutes everything snowballed on
us.”
The offenses heated up and pro
duced five lead changes during a fast
and exciting second half.
“It was a real intense, hard-hitting
game,” flanker Jeff Dunlap said. “We
are usually the aggressors and the
team in better physical shape. We are
used to dictating the pace, but Army
did a gixxl job of using their size to
.shake our game plan.”
Army scored the winning try in the
last 90 seconds of play to take the 21 17 victory.
The playoffs were televised for the
first time ever this year on Fox Sports.
The end of the game was an emo
tional time for the seniors and their
teammates. Team captain Nick
Giacalone, Rod Stinson, Matt
Westcamp, Jimmy Hamlin, Jeff
Dunlap and Jasim Laurit.sen are grad
uating this year.
“These (six) seniors were instru
mental in bringing our program from
a social club to a prominent national
power,” Gallagher said.
The last step in a great season for
Cal Poly rugby (10-2) will be the ITT
All-Star Tournament. During the first
weekend of June, 10 to 15 Cal Poly
players will be invited to try out for
the Q)llegiate National^eiim.
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U n iq u e c o u rs e s ta k e s tu d e n ts b e y o n d th e b o o k
two professors
known
by
many students
Business
sophomore
Dan
for captivating
Beuchar wipes the sweat from his
their audience
brow as Ire calculates the vclociiywith jokes and
to-spin ratio that a 15-pound spher
passion
tor
ical object must move to knock
class material.
down the cylindrical objects.
“1 like their
This might sound like a conun
t e a c h i n g
drum from a physics book, but
m e t h o d
think again.
because they
It’s bowling class.
make the class
There is no dearth to the unique
really interest
classes offered at Cal Poly. Others
ing and fun,”
include viticulture, billiards, bee
said business
keeping, life guarding, dance, glassf r es hma n
blowing and cheese-making, as well
J e r e m i a h
as many other interesting classes R osenthal. ‘‘1
within different colleges.
like the labs a
There is no list of these unusual
lot because it gets you out of the
classes so many students are
classroom. We go on field trips and
unaware that they even exist, said
we get to see things in the real
Dave
H annings,
A cadem ic
world instead of a
Curriculum ^
_
--------------- box. It makes learn
Senate chair.
ing a lot more inter
Some class- “ i t 15 TTICe tO haV6 d cldSS
active.”
es satisfy gen- u '/ iere you dout hdve to
Costello said he
e ra l
ed u ca^
L
^
J
L
expects
students to
.
stress about a ^ade when
take away practical
ppsc
, you are taking all these
inform ation
from
TT^tith and science classes/* the class, informa
and Plagues,
tion that can be
which
stuJustin Hansen used for the rest of
dents can take Electrical engineering freshman students’ lives.

By Jenni M in tz

110

biology to learn how bugs affect
society.
This class is taught by plant pro
tection science professors David
Headrick and M ichael C ostello,

“Bugs are everywhere,” C ostello said. “You don’t
have to be a professional to learn
about insects. They’re going to be
with you no matter where you go,
so you may as well know some

things about them so you can be
more prepared.
Another class. Physics for Poets,
is a new' addition to the course ca t
alog that satisfies a general educa
tion requirement. Physics depart
ment chair Richard Saenz said the
class does not contain any poetry
and has little math in it.
“Nothing like them in the cur
riculum exists right now,” Saenz
said. “1 think that students will find
this class interesting. T he physics
for poets class will deal a lot with
modern physics, relativity (and)
quantum physics.”
Introduction to Meteorology is
another new class offered next year
that will be taught by physics pro
fessor Gayle Cook.
Many of the unique clas.ses also
count as electives, not just general

Lowest Rates in Federal
Student Loan History
A LLsaver Stafford and PLUS Loans
Why pay m ore fo r a big-name loan when you ju s t want the
most a ffo rd a b le student loan? ALL Student Loan Corporation, a
California-based n o n p ro fit organization w orking w ith over 100
schools statew ide, including Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, offers
some o f the low est student loan in terest rates fo r Californians.
A ll it takes to access th e ALLsaver benefits is to list ALL
Student Loan C orporation (Lender ID #832919) on your student
loan a pp lication.

Inte re st Rate Reductions

2.00% Off

Stafford

fcapprdat

the Fedetaf itotuttxy Bote

PLUS

1.00% Off

(copped or 9.oo%)

the Fetferat Statutory Rate

ple, college is a very
serious thing. It is
important to get your
work done, bur have
fun.”
Beuchat is taking
bowling for the third
time this quarter, as
well as flag-football.
“1 take these classes
because they are an
NELS GERHARDT/ added bonus for me,”
MUSTANG DAILY Beuchat said. “1 like to
____
stay active, and it is
hard to make myself go to the
gym in my free time. It is nice
to have it as part of my sched
ule to run and play as part of my
class.
Electrical engineering fresh
man Justin Hansen is taking
the bowling class to relieve ten
sion.
“It is nice to have a fun class
where you don’t have to stress
about a grade when you are tak
ing all these math and science
classes,” Hansen said. “It’s nice
to kick back and relax.”
Ideas for unique classes go
through an approval process.
First the idea goes through the
college’s curriculum comm ittee,
then the Academ ic Senate
Curriculum Committee and the
A cadem ic Sen ate have to
approve it.
education.
“New
ideas for classes are always
Although some students may
think elective units are a waste of being discussed,” Hannings said.
“Some of these classes are really
time, Beuchat disagrees.
“It enhances your college experi interesting. I would like to take
ence,” Beuchat said. “To some peo some of them .”
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109,
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C r im e s t a t s : P o ly a s a f e r c a m p u s t h a n in 1 9 9 9
► Homicide rate, rape
reports drop by almost
half, according to report
By A n d y Fahey
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Safety and San Luis Obispo are
generally synonymous, and Cal Poly
is no exception. Part I crimes on cam
pus dropped roughly 40 percent from
1999 to 2001 (crime statistics from
2002 will nor be released until
October).
Part 1 crimes include homicide,
rape, robbery,
aggravated
► There have been assault, bur
32 a lc o h o l v io la 
glary,
larcetio n s o n cam pus
ny/theft and
since fa ll qua rter.
motor vehicle
theft.
► L a rc e n y /th e ft
The reducm ost com m on
non in crime
c rim e at Cal Poly.
on
campus
stemmed from
a variety of
reasons,
including a stronger police presence
in the Cal Poly community.
“We’re more involved with the
community in various ways,” said
C hief Tony Aeilts of the University
Police Department. “We try to be out
there and be more active with com
munity groups. As we do that, we cre
ate a higher profile of police involve
ment in the area and “people become

more aware that the police are
around.”
Aeilts also credits the department’s
policy of community policing where
they try and get to the root of the
problem. Rather than just responding
to the call and taking care of the issue
at hand, the UPD tries to follow that
up with finding out what the problem
is and how to prevent future inci
dents, he said.
“As we see issues out there in the
community, what we really try to do is
go to the root of the problem and get
it fixed,” he said.
The police, however, don’t deserve
all the praise. Cal Poly students can
also be credited with the level of safe
ty on campus, Aeilts said.
“I think the level of maturity for
your average student here is high,”
said Aeilts, who used his work experi
ence with the C hico
Police
Department as a basis of comparison.
“If you have that, (the chance oO the
average person who might engage in a
criminal act is reduced.”
That isn’t to say that criminal
activity on campus does not exist.
“W e’re not an island,” Aeilts said.
“The fact is that people will come
here and commit a crime.”
Alcohol, as with most other uni
versities, is a common denominator
with occurrences of crime, he said.
“If you drink a lot of alcohol or if
you’re around people who drink a lot
of alcohol, your chances of being hurt
in some way rise rapidly,” he said.
There have been 32 alcohol viola

tions on campus
since fall quarter,
according to Cal
Poly
Judicial
Affairs statistics.
There were 43
such
violations
during the entire
2001-02
school
year,
summer
quarter
2002
included.
judicial Affairs
dealt with 92 cases
winter
quarter,
and 70 of them
involved
either
marijuana or alco
hol. The majority
of the 70 were
a lc o h o l-re la te d ,
LESLIE BURTON/MUSTANG DAILY
said
Ardith
O ffice r Joe Baranek helps a s tu d e n t rem ove a lock fro m his bike. Police o ffic ia ls
Tregenza, director a ttrib u te th e d ro p in crim e to an increased police presence on campus.
of judicial Affairs.
Safety concerns
on campus in the last 10 years.
were 11 assault incidents from 1998
rise substantially when alcohol is
“Off campus I’ve had an increase in to 2(X)1 on campus, according to
involved.
students coming forward who have crime statistics on securityoncam“They’re vulnerable when they are
been sexually assaulted,” Tregenza pus.org.
(drinking),” said Cmdr. Bill Watton
said. “And it’s usually related to alco
Larceny/theft is by far the most
of UPD. “T hat’s how stjme sexual
hol.”
common occurrence of crime at Cal
assaults occur.”
Tregenza added that it’s unclear Poly. From 1998 to 2001 there were
Two rap>es occurred on campus dur
whether sexual assaults are occurring 931 thefts repxirted to campus pxrlice.
ing winter quarter, according to the
with greater frequency or if it is just In 2001 alone. University of
“Red Hand” repxrrt prepared by the
that more students are coming for California campuses at Davis and
Women’s and ReMEmber programs
ward. A total of five students have Santa Barbara accumulated 566 and
on campus. Both rap)es occurred with
come to the judicial Affairs office 375 thefts, respectively. Bi>th of those
in the residence halls. One happrened
claiming they were sexually assaulted. campuses also had more violent
in Tower 4 of Yosemite Hall and the
Besides sexual crimes, aggravated
other in Trinity Hall. Twenty-two
assaults are typically the only violent
see CRIME, page 10
other sexual assaults have occurred
crimes committed at Cal Poly. There
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simple informed decisions w ith regard

CRIME

to th eir safety. By liKking dcH>rs and
going out with trustworthy people,

continued from page 9

the ch an ces of being a victim o f crim e
arc reduced, A eilts said.

crimes in 2001 than Cal Poly.
Despite the almost daily incidents
of criminal activity at Cal Poly, most
students are not worried for their safe
ty on campus.
“IViing a (woman) you’re not sup
posed to (walk alone at night), hut
I’ve done it a couple times,” said
English junior Giana Schmitz. “1 feel
safe walking around.”
Liberal studies senior Kelly Izu had
similar sentiments about her safety on
campus.
“1 don’t really feel that there are a
lot of people hanging around who
shouldn’t he here, and San Luis
(Obispo) in general is a pretty safe
place,” she said. “1 don’t really teel
threatened anywhere in San Luis
(Obispo).”
It’s important for people like
Schmitz, Izu and all other members of
the Cal Poly community to make

“Instead of having fear, they should
he informed,” he said.
UPD informs the public in numer
ous ways. The department puts on
more than 100 presentations a year
on topics like safety and crime, drugs
and alcohol and sexual assault pre
vention.
In addition to responsible decision
making, police recommend students
call the authorities whenever they see
suspicious activity or anything they’re
uncomfortable with.
“We try' to encourage people to call
and let us know because who knows
what they’re doing unless we go and
check it out?” Watton said.
For more information about cam
pus safety, visit the UPD booth today
in the University Union plaza from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. The department can
also he reached at 756-6654.
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Study: Alcohol abuse explained
using chaos theory
By Ebony Johnson
T he Lantern (O hio State U.)

(U -W IR E ) C O LU M BU S, O hio
— Chaos theory could help doetprs
understand the patterns of an alco
hol abuser. According to a study, an
alcohol abuser showing signs of
improvement may actually not he
improving, but going through a
cycle of relapse.
Pam Frost Gorder, science writer
for University Relations, said the
chaos theory is used by scientists to
find patterns in seemingly random
events. T h e constant cycle of
abusers may he explained hy this
theory.
T he experiment conducted hy
Keith Warren, assistant professor in
the College of Social Work at O hio
Sta te University, was used to
decide the most effective treatment
for alcoholism.
T h e observer from W arren’s
team monitored the daily alcohol
consumption of a 40-year-old male
under treatment for five years.
T he subject was a known alcohol
abuser with a history of alcoholism
in his family. About halfway
through the study, the subject’s
consumption decreased.
“His maximum intake was about
160 ounces a week; hut after 800
days, he didn’t drink quite that
much,” Warren said.
According to the study, alcohol
consumption in an abuser leads to
a rebound effect. An increase of

“When they drink, a phenomena occurs that causes
cravings to happen. They become obsessed with getting
the next drink."
John W. Johnson
Chemical dependency counselor
consumption one day will lead to a
decrease the next, and vice versa.
Warren said most people who are
substance abusers have jobs. They
think they have control because
they go to work each day.
“People have an enormous jump
and pull it in to go to work,”
Warren said.
W ith the constant increase and
decrease, at some point, the
increase becomes too big to sustain.
After “lowering” his or her intake,
the abuser believes to be in control.
Warren said these up-and-down
swings contribute to feelings of
denial.
W hen monitored in a treatment
facility, these random cycles are
deceptive to an abuser and their
practitioner. This confusion caused
hy the disease -may result in a
patient being released prematurely.
According to the study, some
doctors suggest alcoholism can he
treated hy teaching the abuser to
drink in moderation.
John W. Johnson, a certified
chem ical dependency counselor,
said an alcoholic cannot he taught
to drink in moderation.

“W hen they drink, a phenomena
occurs that causes cravings to hap
pen,” Johnson said. “They become
obsessed with getting the next
drink.”
M oderation may not work in
these situations and they need
something that will help them sur
vive these disturbances.
Warren said when the abuser
feels stressed, they want to drink
more.
“Something happens in his envi
ronment and he jumps up,” Warren
said. “Most agree that abstinence is
necessary.”
T h e study shows the cycle
ahu.sers go through makes it diffi
cult for them to drink in modera
tion.
Warren suggested these patterns
could also pertain to college stu
dents.
“They think they are OK
because they are in control every
Monday morning,” Warren said.
It is unclear how helpful the
results will he to the general public,
given that only one subject was
tested.
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Emergency contraception available for'm orning after'
► EC can reduce chances
o f becoming pregnant
by 75 to 89 percent
By Daria B. Crittenden & Corinne
H. Rocca
D aily Bruin (U. C alifornia-Los A ngeles)

(U -W IR E ) LO S A N GELES —
The condom breaks. The diaphragm
slips. You have sex without taking
the
pill.
A ccidents hap
► D ire ct fro m a
pen.
pharm acy, e m e r
Everybody
g e n cy c o n tra 
knows
unpro
c e p tio n costs
tected
sexual
a b o u t $25, w h ic h
intercourse can
insurance plans
lead
to
an
m ay cover.
unwanted preg
nancy, hut not
► For m ore
in fo rm a tio n , call e v e r y b o d y
knows
there’s
Planned
still a way to
P a ren tho od at
1-800-967-PLAN. decrease
the
chances of get
ting pregnant after unprotected sex.
Emergency contraception, or the

so-called “morning-after pill,” is a known as Mifiprex). Mifepristone
safe way to prevent pregnancy after pills are used to stop gestation in the
having unprotected sex.
first nine weeks of pregnancy. EC
It taken within three days, EC can prevents the start of pregnancy
reduce the chances of getting preg instead of ending an existing preg
nant by 75-89 percent.
nancy.
Although EC is more effective
Although EC may be the best
when taken shortly after sex, evi option in a crisis, it is important to
dence suggests it can even prevent recognize it is not recommended as a
pregnancy up to five days after inter routine birth control method.
course.
And, if you still miss your next
EC pills contain the same hor period after raking EC, he sure to
mones — estrogen and progesterone take a pregnancy test.
— as regular birth control pills but
There are no reported long-term
in higher doses. These higher hor adverse effects from using EC, hut it
mone levels can inhibit the initia can cause some undesirable side
tion of pregnancy in several different effects such as nausea, abdominal
ways.
pain, fatigue, headaches, dizziness,
EC is designed to prevent contra and in some cases, vomiting.
ception in one of the following ways:
It is also ptissible that your perioil
By preventing the ovaries from will come earlier or later after raking
releasing an egg, by stopping fertil EC.
ization of an egg by sperm, or by
EC is more expensive and less
blocking a fertilized egg from com effective at preventing pregnancy
pleting uterine implantation.
than other methods of birth control
It should be noted that EC is not like the pill, condoms and Depo
the same as the medical-abortion shots. It offers zero protection
pill, RU -486 or Mifepristone (also against sexually transmitted infec
tions, including HIV. Thus, EC

The so'called ‘'morning after piir is a safe way to pre
vent pregnancy after unprotected sex.
should be reserved only for emergen under 18 years old.
cies.
The cost of EC depends on how it
Two FDA-approved emergency is obtained. With a doctor’s prescrip
contraception products are available tion, EC is covered by most health
in the United States: Preven (con insurance plans. Direct from a phar
taining both estrogen and proges macy, EC runs about $25 (which
terone) and Plan B (containing may he covered by insurance), plus
progestin only), which is more effec an additional “assessment fee” of
tive and causes tewer side effects $15-$20 which is not covered.
than both hormones together.
The Ashe Center at UCLA offers
In most states in the U .S., EC is a EC by prescription only.
prescription medication. This used
A pharmacy can only provide this
to he the case in California, hut in service when EC-certified staff are
2002, a new law took effect which on duty, so call ahead to avoid a
permitted
any
pharmacist
in wasted trip.
California to dispense EC without a
Planned Parenthood is available
prescription, if he or she follows an 24 hours a day ( 1-800-967-PLAN ),
agreement set by a physician and is and a nurse can do a screening over
certified as an EC provider.
the phone and call in a prescription
California law also allows minors to a local pharmacy.
to receive confidential family plan
Even better, ask a doctor for an
ning services, including EC, without advanced prescription, so EC will
consent from a parent; this means be in the medicine cabinet should
women can get EC even if they arc you ever need it.
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CAL PO LY STU D EN TS:
Com plete general e d ., support, and m ajor classes
at A llan H ancock College this summer.
H und red s o f H anco ck courses fulfill y o u r Cal Poly
lo w er division graduation requirem ents.
Enrollm ent fees are still ju s t $ 11 a unit
($33 for a typical class).

Exam ples of Equivalent Courses
C A L PO LY C O U R SE

A H C E Q U IV A L E N T

Psy201 or 202

Psych 101

Star 221

Math 123

Scorn lOI or 102
Econ 222 & 2 2 1

Speech 101
Econ 101 & 102

For a complete list of Cal Poly/Hancock
equivalent courses, go to
w w w .H a n c o c k C o l l e g e .e d u
and click on "Cal Poly Students."
iL ir S

P

c ic e

Classes begin June |

- ■ --

RAISINS

Register nowl
A llan H ancock College
A C alifornia p u b lic c o m m u n ity college
8 00 South College Drive Santa M aria
to ll free I -866-DIAL A H C (342-52421 ext. 3363

ALLAN HANCOCK COLLEGE
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F u ll L in e o f P a r ts
•Stay Legal with a Headlight
-Stay Safe with a Taillight
-Stay Dry with Fenders
B r in g in t h i s a d a n d s a v e
10% o ff o n p a rts p u r c h a s e s *

805-541-4101
Closest Shop to Campus
At the corner of Foothill and Chorro
*Not good with any other offer

CompHmenUiry Continental Breakfast ^ In-Koom Coffee
Fool and Spa
Afternoon Tea, Coffee & Cookies
15 Minutes to Beaches. Wineries & O olf

ciotto
U 3 l lO ly '

(»00)543-2777.

fgr ***

2074 UoKUity S tr u t‘ StnUiifOU»^

*Not vjlid during holidays or special events, subject to availability, expires 6/31/03 ■
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Going to Eumpe?
Planning on travelling this summer?
Discounted Student & Faculty
Summer airfares are in...and going fast!
Purchase your Eurailpass and receive
Free
a detailed European Rail Map & Timetable.
Call in or e-mail your request!
Phone: 783-7000 E -M ail: slo(?Hvltm.cnm
Or stop by and sec us at Marsh & Broad w/free parking.
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Finding a job in an unstable economy
By Susan Malanche
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Cal Poly graduating seniors are
rushing out resumes and lining up
interv iews while preparing for an end
to college life and a job market full of
many uncertainties.
.According to Cal Poly’s Career
S e r v i c e s ’
*■■■■■■■■■■■■■ Graduate Status
Report for 2001► F o r 2 0 0 l- ,
2002, graduates
2002, g raduates
w ith fu ll-tim e
with
full-time
em ploym ent
e m p lo y m e n t
reached a record reached a recLird
low of 68 per
lo w 68 percent.
cent. This is a six
percent
drop
► The n u m b e r
from the previous
o f stu d e n ts
a tte n d in g g ra d u  graduating class.
However,
the
ate school has
ju m p e d fro m 19 number of stu
to 24 percent.
dents attending
graduate .school
jumped from 19
to 24 percent.
While the economy is stubborn and
the stock market is down, students can
anticipate new challenges after gradu
ation. Career Services Associate
Director Shel Burrell has n<'»ticed the
economy’s affect on students.
“It’s not as easy to find a job as
before when students were interview
ing and receiving 12 different offers,’’
Burrell said. “More students are delay
ing entering the job market and going
to grad school until things Kx)k bet
ter.’’
Business finance senior Theresa
Robles said she wants to be a financial
analyst in the Bay Area. She said kxik-

iiTg for a job is
■ ■
taking a lot more
persistence than
it would in a bet
ter market.
“It’s like going
to college all over
again, but you’re
H
. > .Ut* :
totally on yout
own,”
Robles
KL*
said. “It’s been a
long process and
■
it takes a lot of
patience."
The war in Iraq
is another con
tributor to the
LESLIE BURTON/ MUSTANG DAILY
unstable econo
my and has kept English sophom ore Kevin Cabaniss (above) looks at jo b postings
people away from in th e Career Services Center. Right, b io c h e m is try senior Joey
investing
in Welch w orks at th e m ain desk o f CSC, students can use th e center
fo r help in o b ta in in g a jo b upon g ra d u a tio n .
stocks.
“NoKxly’s sure
According to the report, last year’s whatever direc
how the war will be financed,” Burrell campus median salary was $39,0(X) tion they pur
said. “Ever\’one has stopped tL) see hi.'w compared to $42,000 the previous sue.
things will pan out.”
year. Computer science majors record
Career coun
Burrell said while the job market ed highest at $60,000 annually, but selors related to
isn’t easy. Cal
________ ___ that number also specific
fields
Poly
students ▼
and
drop-in
fell from $63,204.
have done very “T/iere s HO need to be ter
Burrell said it’s advising to kxik over resumes are just
well
finding
rified, hut you do need to hard to predict some of the ser\'ices provided. Burrell
employment.
which majors and recommends that students use their
N i k o I e be flexible. ”
careers will be in services to point them in the tight
McCollum, 1999
direction.
demand.
She! Burrell
architectural
“It’s not the
“Get some real info before you start
engineering grad
Career Services associate major that’s the to panic,” Burrell said. “It may be that
uate, .said she has
dir6Ct0r problem,” Burrell an alternative plan will work.”
seen a huge dif
said. “It’s more
McCollum used Career Services
ference since entering the job market. what you’re willing to do with that while at Cal Poly and said internships
“WTien I was getting ready to grad major.”
will alsii open up a lot of lipportunities
uate everyone had a job, it was just a
Career Services offers current stu and teach students to be flexible.
matter of choosing where to go,” she dents and graduating seniors many
“It’s an option to take a test drive
said.
re.siiurces that will prepare them for with a company and they can with

CAREER SERVICES

DR.

you,” McCollum said.
Acci>rding to the Graduate Status
Report, graduates relied mostly on
networking through personal con
tacts, prior employers and Internet
listings to obtain employment.
Burrell recommends students pur
sue all options uptm graduation.
“There’s no need to be terrified, but
you do need to be flexible,” she said.
“Above all, be confident about the
education you’ve received and the
capabilities you have."

K A R E N M A L E IS P R O U D
T O A N N O U N C E T H E
O P E N IN C O F
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5 a n g l c o l c
S t y l e
C u i s i n e
Son Luis Obispo’s Premiere Thai Restaurant Since 1985

r e

r j a

Voted New Times Best in SLO Fve Years Running
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H o t

f t e

ffe r in g

R o c k ,

S w e d is h ,
R e h a b ilit a t io n ,

7965 El Camino Real
Atascadero, C A 93422
(805) 462-TH AI

u

(^en fe r

f e a t u r i n g the 5 cst Thai Cuisine
In Sa n L u i s O b i s p o
C o m e In & E x p e r i e n c e t h e T h a i - r i f f i c D i f f e r e n c e
208 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo, C A 93401
(805) 5 4 1-THAI

e
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S p o r t s ,

¡Mixing it up everyciay|
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at 91.3 FM
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Clubs try
Ed u cato rs d iscu ss w h e th e r m erit
alcohol
sch o la rsh ip s aw ard d e se rv in g stu d en ts
alternatives
By Katie Flynn

D aily T rojan (U. S outhern C alifornia)

By A bby W illiam s
T he D aily Princetonian (P rinceton U.)

(U-W IRE) PRINCETON, N.J. —
Alcohol is not the only ticket to a
good time on the Street lately, as eat
ing clubs filive launched efforts to
incorporate more alcohol-free events
into their weekend calendars.
This semester at Princeton
University, Quadrangle Club has
organized three dry events, all of
which have been well-received, said
president Corey Sanders ‘04.
“These events are still fun,"
Sanders said. “Not everyone needs to
be drinking to have fun.”
Similarly, Tower Club has hosted a
dry Persian New Year party and an
Alcohol Initiative event, a campus
battle-of-the bands, president Cullen
Newton ‘04 said.
(Tver the past five weeks. Quad has
run an experiment in order to deter
mine how easier access to soda affects
consumption of beer on an average
parry night on the Street, Sanders
said. Kathleen Deignan, Dean of
Undergraduate Life, was informed of
the experiment prior to its execution.
“A lot of social pressures on the
Street tend to push people to con
sume alcohol on the Street, even if
they don’t want to,” Sanders said.
On two “control” nights. Quad
offered only beer to guests. On these
nights, an average of 599 cups of beer
were consumed in three hours. The
club then hosted three three-hour
party nights in which they offered
both beer and stxla. An overt offering
of SLxla reduced total average beer
consumption to 307 cups, Sanders
said, and an average of 149.33 cups of
sexia were consumed on those nights.
Sanders said he believes the results
mean students are more likely to
drink st>da instead of beer if they feel
it is SLKially acceptable, and he wrote
up the re.sults of the experiment in a
report entitled “The Social ITrinking
Climate on Prospect Street.”
In an attempt to btKWt students’
confidence when ordering nonalco
holic beverages. Quad has installed a
visible .soda machine in the tapnxim,
as has Cloister.
Tower made the move to install its
own soda machine after a meeting
last ITecember with University presi
dent Shirley Tilghman, said former
club president Jon Sprouse ‘03. When
Tilghman mentioned the possibility
of University-subsidized soda cans.
Tower decided to install its own foun
tain, which has been a big success,
according to Newton.
All of the clubs have accepted the
University’s offer to provide cans of
soda on Thursday and Saturday
nights, said William Robinson,
undergraduate life chair of the U SG.
“A lot of students are expressing
satisfaction at the ability to have a
nonalcoholic drink.”
Robinson said he hopes the success
of the program will convince clubs to
install their own soda fountains,
which he said could be easily
obtained through the University’s
connection with the Coca-Cola cor
poration.
Sanders said the decision to go dry
more often resulted in part from the
demographics of Quad’s new meml>ership.
“We definitely have a lot of per
sons in the club that don’t drink or
drink minimally,’’ Sanders said. •■•

(U -W IR E ) LO S ANGELES —
W hile some experts suggest that
merit scholarships award only top
students, others say basing merit on
SA T scores or GPA may favor afflu
ent students.
“U s e offers merit-based scholar
ships partially to attract high-achiev
ing students to the university and
also to make the cost of attendance
more affordable,” Laurel Tew, direc
tor of the Office of Admissions at the
University of Southern California,
said in an e-mail. “Many highly
selective schools (like Stanford)
don’t offer merit scholarships because
they have found that students will
select them regardless of cost.”
Merit-ba.sed scholarships are given
to students with the highest GPA
and SA T scores, who also have g(x>d
recommendations, honors rankings

and extracurricular activities. An
essay and interview are also required.
Nearly 10 percent of the U SC stu
dent body have either quarter-, halfor full-tuition merit scholarships.
Stanford University and the Ivy
League universities do not offer
merit-based scholarships.
Stanford’s student body is 11.6
percent
black,
10.3
percent
Hispanic, 23.4 percent Asian — a
higher percentage of students of
color than U S C and Boston
University, both of which offer merit
scholarships to their incoming fresh
man class.
Earl Dowling, Stanford’s assistant
dean of financial aiil, said the board
of trustees decided from the begin
ning to have only need-based finan
cial aid.
“You’re talking about using money
to provide access to quality educa
tion to those who need it,” Dowling

Merit scholarship programs ''put a lot o f money behind
kids who dont need it already are doing well."
Patrick Callan
Presicient, National Center for Public Poly and Higher Education

Merit scholarship programs “put a
lot of money behind kids who don’t
need it and already are doing well,”
Patrick Callan, president of the San
Jose-based National Center for
Public Policy and Higher Education,
told the San Jose Mercury News.
In a 2002 study hy the Harvard
C ivil Rights Project, researchers
reviewed 12 state-led merit scholar
ship programs and showed that not
only did the scholarships help pri
marily affluent students, but also
they dropped college accessibility to
black and Hispanic students.
W hile U SC administrators said
measuring students’ merit by GPA
and SA T may correlate with the stu
dent’s economic status, those who
receive the scholarships come from
diverse backgrounds.
“Students in general with high
SATs and GPAs come from a higher
economic environment because of
exposure to good schools, traveling ...
and their parents have gone to
school,” said Michael Jackson, vice
president for Student Affairs.
“Academic achievem ent some
times can be related to a student’s
financial situation, but that is not

always the case,” Tew added.
Many of the scholarship recipients
are also eligible for need-based aid
because of their family’s economic
circumstances, Tew said.
John Dreher, U S C graduate
schcxjl’s assistant director, said merit
scholarships are necessary to attract
top students, but judging the quality
of a student ba.sed on scores will not
give the whole piciure.
“We have to look at the courses
taken and who wrote the recommen
dations,” Dreher said. “There are
many things young people have
accomplished that will lead to them
being successful in college. You have
to find things that show tenacity and
strength.”
A variety of merit scholarships
work toward diversity of the student
body, Tew said.
U SC
offers
Presidential scholarships to National
M erit, National Hispanic and
N ational A chievem ent scholars.
O f the 289 Presidential scholars
in the 2003 freshman class, 95
came from winners of the National
Hispanic and Achievem ent schol
arships — black and H ispanicaimed awards.

Penelope's has a diverse selection of
gifts suitable for friends, families and
even your roommate (who's boyfriend
W e're not y o u r a v e ra g e g ift sto re

Nothing says "sorry" like...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apartment decor
Lucky bamboo
Sushi and sake sets
Imports
Local tees and tanks
Contemporary gifts
And a great selection of greeting cardsi

you accidentally slept with last weekend...)

*. r- -V**?.- . “

Fun Gifts

Fun Books

Tees & Tanks

715 Higuera St. Son Luis Obispo (Near Broad & Higuera) 407 Morro Bay Blvd. Morro Boy (Across from Boy Theater & 4 stores We$t.)

What you'll need at Cal Poly...

ASPIRIN.
sure.

BOOKS..
maybe.

THE#1 GUIDE TO SLO.
definitely!

Let's face it, you'll be here for a while. Make the most of it.
Get the lay of the land and find out what's happening in SLO Town.

w w w .V ir tu a lS L O .c o m
virtual tours » businesses » beaches » hotel rooms » clubs » hiking » restaurants » travel» real estate
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N ow yo u a re h ere,
w h e re d o yo u liv e ?
y Caroline Lindahl
AL TO THi M ustang D aily

Say ‘gtxxl'hye’ to mom’s home
cooking and hot haths and ‘hello’ to
cafeteria food and communal show
ers. Ahh, the luxuries f college housing...The comforts of home are a rar
ity amidst San Luis Obispo’s student
living, hut you can find a diamond in
the dorms with a little research and
advice from someone who’s lived
verywhere - me!
Incoming freshman should consid
er on campus housing before looking
elsewhere for housing. The dorms
offer a great way to meet new friends
/and network with peers in your
major. Not only, is ¡living in the resi
■if'
dence halls convenient, but it’s alsti
extremely affordable. Ca Poly offers
an installment plan tor rent payable
in three quarterly increments. A sin
gle payment can be made for $4,239.
A meal plan must be purcha.scd for on
campus inhabitants, but a similar
payment plan can be arranged. A sin
gle payment for food is $3, 261.
l')espite the rumors of culinary cata
strophes, the meal plan is a great way
to avoid grocery shopping and
,encourage siKializing. In addition, on
,^V‘ ’Y " L'*mpus housing boa.sts high-speed
1:
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internet in each rcxim, laundry facili-i
ties, housekeeping and digital phom
service with voice mail and caller ID.
Visit www.calpoly.edu and click oil
the housing link for more inKirma
tion.
For thiTse who prefer to reside off
campus, a variety of options can h*
found in close proximity to Cal Poly.-^j^^
Stenner Glen, the only off-campu'’^ ^ '
residence hall, is ItKated on Fixithill
*
.■y.-V..
Btiulevard along the creek. The complex caters to college students with
perscinalized meal plans, study halh,
free tutoring, a computer center, an
activities program, pixil, fitness cen
ter and housekeeping. Prices start at
$582 per month including able, high
speed internet and all utilities an
paid, exclusive of phone. Visit
www.stennerglen.com for more infor
mation.
Mustang Village 1 on Mustang
["frive And Mustang Village 11 on
North Santa Rosa Street featun
unique accommixlations for different
student needs. Mustang Village I
offers furnished studios, town homes
and two bedroom/ one or two hath
iipartments. Planned as a student

see HOUSING, p ag elS

Housing Supplement
New dorms set to open in September
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live in substandard l(x;ations like
garages.
Croundbreaking for the $48 million
Ginstructicm ot the first new housing apartment complex tixik place last sum
complex built at Cal Poly in 25 years mer, Pepe said.
will he complete in fall of 2003, saiiJ
“The construction is directly related
Alan Pepe, assistant direcUTr of Housing to our enrollment,” he said.
and Business Services.
In the years to come, the number of
The structure, its wtxxien skeleton students is expected to jump from
just visible above a thicket of trees approxitnately 17,000 students to any
LTpposite the Housing Services Office, where from 18,000 to 20,000 students.
will he located at the intersection of
“The university is a growing armmuPoly Canyon and Klamath roads. nity," Pepe said. “That is what we are
Cxivering six acres, it will consist of 201 trying to address.”
single'Lx;cupant apartments. Each will
Cxinstruction of the apartment com
have four heLlnxims, two hathrixTins, a plex has been a multi-faceted prtxess.
kitchen and a living rcx)m.
In 1997, Pepe said the university
Students living in the new apart began kxiking at housing market studies
ments will pay between $500 and $600 of other universities to get ideas for its
for rent, and rather than paying for a own housing expansions.
meal plan, they will he responsible for
“U.C. Riverside very much fit the bill
preparing their own meals, said June of what we were kxiking for,” he said.
Sarjeant, Housing and Residential Life “We’re hoping to come up with a simi
office manager.
lar concept.”
Another resident hall facility with a
The new 700-bed resident hall facili
700-htxl capacity will he complete by ty will be complete by fall 2006,
2006. As part of the Cal Poly master Sarjeant said. There, as in the current
plan, the addition (if the housing com resident halls, students will he offered a
plexes will mean that all future students
will have a greater chance of receiving
Lsn-campus housing.
List fall, 2,934 students applied for
on-campus housing, of which 2,644
filled the douhle-(x:cupimcy hednxiras
of the red brick dormitories, Serjeant
said. Another 57 nxims were reserved
as single resident advisor nxims.
“We were filled to capacity' and had
aKxit 233 students in overflow,”
Sarjeant said. “We converted the com
puter lounges in the red bricks tmd the
.study kxinges ot Yosemite Hall into
temponiry nxmis.”
Fifty-four stULlents liveLl at those
liKatK>ns, 116 students lived three to a
nxim, and still 60 others livtxl at the
l>ays Inn, she said.
“Tliis project will help students,”
Sarjeant .siiid. “The more housing we
cm provide, the mom burden we can
take off the city. G ir city housing Ls
now overcrowded and very competitive.
She said the highly competitive
housing market often forces students to

By Jennifer Dwyer

SPECIAL TO THE MUSTANG DAILY

More students
will be living
on campus

meal package.
TTie facility will extend from where
the apartment complex ends to almost
the end of Fremont Hall, Pepe said.
The California State University
Board of Trustees approved the final
design plan in July 2000. However, the
project has not always progresseil
snuxithly.
Pepe said the original completion
date of winter quarter had to be pashed
back.
“The project has fallen a bit behind
due to SLTme construction, design and
geological concerns that we hit,” he
said.
Initial financing of the hcxising com
plex projects also proved to be a road
block.
“It ased to be that if the CSU were
going to fund new dormitories, they
went through something called the
Donnitory Revenue Fund (DRF),” said
Bob Ambach, associate executive direc
tor of the Foimdation. “All student
housing projects throughout the system
were paid for through this fund and the
e S U s were all competing for money in

the same pcxrl.”
Since the university spent its share of
this fund, in the spring of 2CK)1 the uni
versity asked the Foundation to con
tribute $500,000 to its housing
improvements, Ambach said.
“Basically, the university requested
the Foundation become the finance
vehicle in order to get this project up
and running,” he said. “The money, part
of a re.serve fund, was ased to hire
Anderson Stickler, a private consulting
firni, as well as Soltec-Pacific, hired to
design and build the apartment com
plex.”
Ambach said the hired consultants
kxiked for student opinion on the mat
ter.
“The consultants helped us to see if it
was a doable project,” he said.
The Cal Poly Housing Girporation
was established last year, with Ambach
as managing editor. Soon after hiring
the consulting firm, however, the
Foundation learned that respcTnsihility
for the housing project would once
again fall entirely on the university’s
shoulders.

Rather thim separating CSU-wide
improvements into separate accounts,
the state has now changed its fund-dis
bursement policy, Ambach said. Instead
of individual funds, like those for hous
ing improvements, that have a finite
antount of money for each campus to
dip into, he said that all CSU-improvement funds have been consolidated.
“It used to be you could look at the
funding of projects as silos,” Ambach
said. “(They) were projects that were
fumled separately.”
This division of financial resources
explains why Cal Poly had to ask the
Foundation for help with paying for the
housing project, Ambach said.
“By now pLX)ling all its (monetary)
resources together, the C SU system was
able to borrow cheaper from the state,”
he said.
Broadly, this translates into more
money for each campus to use but it also
means that Cal Poly can now fund the
construction of the housing complexes,
independent (if the Foundation, he .said.
‘T o get all the pieces Ui fall in togetlier is a very large task,” Pepe .said.
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By Laura Newman
SPECIAL TO THE MUSTANG DAILY

New hiTusmg projects are sprouting
up all over the Cal Poly campus.
Twice as m,iny students are expected
to live on campus in the next three
years, .‘\lthough designed to alleviate
some ot the student housing shortage
in San Luis Obispo, on-campus hous
ing m.iy potentially be harmhil to
local businesses.
The increa.sed number of on-campus residents will be in direct c<Miipetition til student apartment complex
es like Mustang Village, Valencia
Apartments, Stenner Cjlen and
Murray Station, but representatives
from these complexes say they aren’t
worried.
“We aren’t tini concerned about
renting, because C'al Poly is als<i
steadily increasing their enrollment,"
said
Murray
Station
man.iger
Stephanie List.
Cal PoK has projected an enroll
ment increase of about 20 percent,
raising the number ot admitted stu
dents from 16,,S55 to betw’een lb,000

see CAMPUS, page 18
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Community Features
Individual Leases, Furnished Apartment Homes, Private Bedrooms Available, Vltelklng Diatance to

oiise"

Cal Poly, On City Bus Route, Heated Pool Plaza with Sun Deck, Beautiful Courtyard Areas,
Video Lounge with Big Screen TV, Computer Center and Study Room, On-Site Convenience Store
with Video Rentals, Five Clothes Care Centers, 24-Hota’ Emergency Maintenance
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ONE MUSTANG DRIVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93405
PHONE 805-783-2500
FAX 805-783-2510
WWW.UNIVERSrrYHOUSE.COM'" EMAIL: INFO®MUSTANGVILLAGE.COM
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$$$ Make Money & Save Money
The average student can spend between
$30,000-$35,000 on rent during their time at Cal Poly!

Team Realty

1366 Madonna Rd, SLO

APPRECIATION:
The median sales price of a San Luis Obispo single family home has
appreciated over $200,000 and condos have appreciated $158,(X)0 in the
past 5 years, according to MLS Statistics.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE:
Interest, Improvements, Depreciation
LOW INTEREST RATES:
All time low rates! Flexible down payment options; 5 year Fixed ARM
@ 4.75% & 30 year Fixed @ 5.75%.
INCOME:
Possibility of earning positive cash flow on your investment.

Open House
Sunday
748 Grove St.
San Luis Obispo
Asking Price: $468,500
VV
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Direct Line: 805-748-1197
Toll Free: 1-800-733-7437

*
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*
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April 27, l-4pm
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Cal Poly Alumni
Sold 16 Homes to Cal Poly families in 2002
Top 1% of Century 21 Realtors Nationwide
2002 CENTURION Producer
Top Office Producer 2001 & 2002
Masters Club

•

A lw a y s a v a ila b le to s h o w Y O U p r o p e r t y !

D E S IR A B L E H O M E N EA R D O W N TO W N & C A L PO LY-Enjoy the SL O life in
this chamiing 3 bedrexjm, 2 bath near downtown Cal Poly. Situated on a large lot with
surrounding hillside views. This home offers Oak hardwood floors, fireplace, 1 car
garage, 5 skylights throughout home, laundry room with oak cabinetry and room for
additional refrigerator or freezer. Open kitchen with Oak cabinetry and dining area.
Formal living room added with permits (could be used as a 4th bedr(x>m).

Integrity • D iligence • Proven Results

Integrit\ • Diligence • Proven Results

View virtually ALL Homes and Condos
for sale in San Luis Obispo @

www.SLOHomes4sale.com
Each o ffice is independently owned and operated.

lntegrit\ • Diligence • Proven Results

Free Rental Listings
Available At:

Garfield Arms
Arpartments
Furnished & Unfurnished

Newly Remodeled!

m

1 Bedrooms: $900
2 Bedrooms: $1350 - $1600
3 Bedrooms: $1800 - $2000

Special office hours
10am - 5pm on Saturday,
A pril 26!

■p.

El Dorado
Apartments

w w w .california-w est.com
1380 Broad S treet
(805) 543-9119

Studio: $650
1 Bedrooms: $750 - $800
2 Bedrooms: $1200 - $1400

V " ' - ..

Integrity • Diligence • Proven Results
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Ca f f O n site M a n a g e r F o r M o re In fo rm a tio n
M a n a g er . N ick R o g e r s
P h o n e : 5 4 3 -7 8 3 5

Houses, Condos, &
Apartments Still Available!

C a ll O n site M a n a g e r F o r M o r e In form ation
M a n a g er. B ill H o s e y
P h o n e. 5 4 4 -2 1 5 4
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continued from page 16
and 20,000, according to the Cal Poly
Housing Web site.
“(Murray Station) is already more
than half-full for next year,” List said.
“We aren’t ti>o worried based on this
year, hut we will take it a year at a
time.”
Valencia Apartments manager
Mylea Christensen said she expects a
decline in leasing due to the new Cal
Poly housing options.
“1 don’t think we will till as quick
ly,” Christensen .said. “We usually fill
up by June, but I expect we will still
he renting in August. 1 think the peo
ple who didn’t get in (to the new
Cerro Vista on-campus housing) will
come to us.”
Although it is still tCKi early to
determine how significantly student
apartment complexes will he affected
by on-campus housing, many com
plexes are devising incentives to
attract new renters.
Mustang Village manager Mike
Holt said he is planning to install
new’ carper, vinyl and purchase new
furniture for the student apartments
within the next few years.
“Everyone is going to have to
make the necessary changes to better
accommodate the students,” Holt
said. “We are trying to up customer
service and make (Mustang Village)
more friendly.”
Valencia Apartments have low
ered their rent frtrm last year,
Christensen said.
The managers of the student apart
ments agree that they have not yet
felt significant impact from Cal Poly’s

on-campus housing. However, some

S T U D E N T L IV IN G A T I T S F I N E S T ”
S IN C E 1968
SLO

complexes have already discussed
possible remedies to counteract a
decline in renters.
List said Murray Station prefers to
rent to Cal Poly students, but may

W W W .S T E N N E R G L E N .C O M

consider other renters if necessary.

THIS WEEKEND!
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Farrel Smyth, Inc.
805-543-2172
Serving SLO for 25 years
Open House - 25 Stenner “F ’, SLO,
Saturday 3pm to 5pm
Secure your student's place of residence
,
for the time they attend college.
Cedar Creek Condominiums - each unit has 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, living
room, dining area and kitchen. Oak cabinets, tile counters, plenty of
storage. Washer / Dryer hook ups available in each unit or coin-op
machines on site. Complex has nice greenbelt, pool and bar-b-ques.
Assigned on site parking and an easy walk Cal Poly. Several units
available ranging in price from $307,000 to $319,500. Call Mary or
Janet at FarrelI-Smyth, Inc. a real estate company at 805-543-2172.

Open House - 653-55 Woodbridge, SLO
Saturday 3 to 5pm ; Sunday 12 to 2pm
Live in one and rent out the other
i
Well maintained duplex in San Luis Obispo on large 50 x 147 lot. Each
unit is 1 bedroom, 1 bath, living room, dining area, kitchen and laundry
room. Hardwood floors, tile counters, wall furnace, stucco exterior,
composition roof. Check with city regarding expansion o f current
building and garages. Price recently reduced to $425,000.00 For more
information or to view this property call Janet Shaner at Farrell Smyth,
Inc. a real estate company. 543-2172 ext.

Valencia

HOUSING
continued from page 15
community, amenities include a prxil,
convenience store, two-acre park,
harheque areas, new computer center,
big screen T V theater, five laundry
facilities and a fitness center. Parking
is available at an annual rate.
Individual leases begin at $420 a
month which covers water, trash and
gas. Mustang Village 11 provides three
and h)ur bedrtxim apartments with
only one resident per nxjm assuring
privacy. A wixxled setting surrounds
the complex, which includes quality
furnishings and on-site parking.
Management at both developments is
available 24-hours a day for emergen
cies. Individual leases for Mustang
Village II also start at $420 a month.
Visit www.universityhouse.com for
more information.
For the truly independent student,
Valencia Apartments on Ramona
l> iv e features furnished 3 bedroom/1.5 bath town homes. Close to
shopping such as Albertson’s,
Subway, Bagel Café and the Shack,
and bus routes, Valencia offer a pool.
Nautilus fitness center, T V lounge,
computer lab with internet access,
study hall and laundry facilities. Each
rcxim is wired for private phone lines
and free parking and paid carports
jnake this off campus housing easily
accessible to campus. Gcxxl Student
I'Mscounts, a Financial Aid extension
plan and quarterly and monthly pay
ment plans describe the affordability
of Valencia. A fixed utility rate of
$600 for the year or $200 per quarter
covers all utilities except phone and
cable. Individual leases begin at $500
a month. Visit www.valenciaapartments.com for more information.
Take it from me, researching your
future housing will help you prevent
homesickne.ss by ch(xising the place
that makes you feej most comfortable,
just don’t forget to bring mom’s
recipes!

o S te n n e r Q le n ♦

T o w n h o u se A p a r t m e n ts f o r S tu d e n ts
G reat Amenities...
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SECONP FLOOK

Private Bedrooms in 3-Bedroom Apts.
Furnished / Unfurnished Bedrooms
Recreation C enter
TV Lounge with 7 0 ” Big Screen TV & V C R
Fitness C enter
C om puter Lab with F R E E Internet Access
Gam e Room with Billiards & Ping Pong
Heated Pool
Close to Shopping C enter
On City Bus Route
Academ ic Year Leases (9.5)
Year Leases (11.5)
GPA Discounts for Superior G rades
24 Hour Staff

F L O O R PLAN

(8 0 5 ) 5 4 3 -1 4 5 0
. c N^'

w w w .V alen ciaA p artm en ts.com
S t o p b y f o r a T o u r ...

5 5 5 R a m o n a D riv e
S a n L u is O b isp o C A 9 3 4 0 5
Tours Available Mon - Fri 9am - 5pm & Sat 10am - 2pm
Open House Weekend Hours: Sat 9am - 5nm, Sun 10am - 4nm
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Etiquette for fìnger foods, roommate rules

D

ear
Miss
Mind
Over
M anners,
I am a very hands on person. Unfortunately that
goes both at school and at the dinner table. Honestly,
1 have a hard time knowing which foods are finger-friendly.
Can you please help before my bad etiquette earns me a slap
on the wrist?

Sincerely,
All Thumbs

D

ear All Thumbs,
I have to applaud you for asking a hands-down diffi
cult question. Okay, I’ll stop, but what makes this
subject tough is its vague boundaries. Some people insist on
eating everything with a fork and knife while others never
bother to use them ... go figure.
So with a helping hand from homecooking.about.com, the
following are foods you should feel free to pick up.
Bacon, chips, French fries, fried chicken and hamburgers
are all a go, with the exception of a particularly messy burg
er; that should be tackled with silverware. C ocktail party
items set out for guests, like hors d’oeuvres, t>lives, pickles
and deviled eggs, are also to be eaten with your hands.
T he artichoke is eaten in two steps. First, with your hands,
the inside flesh from the leaf’s base is scraped off using the
top of your teeth. T hen, once you get to the “choke,” use a
fork and knife to eat the heart and base.
Asparagus is another vegetable that can dine on with your

digits. Use your judgment on this one though; if it is drown
ing in a sauce or looks soggy, reach for the utensils.
Although corn on the cob is synonymous with barbecues,
that doesn’t mean you won’t bump into one at a formal
event. O nce picked up, keep the mess to a minimum by but
tering one or two rows at a time and eating across the cob
cleanly.
C an’t keep your hands out of the breadbasket? T h a t’s fine,
just plea.se drop the weapon. Bread is always broken; never
try to cut it with a knife. W hen serving yourself, tear off a
piece, about as big as two bites worth, and finish eating it
before going for seconds. If you are a fan of butter, apply it to
the piece just before eating it. If you are served a hot roll, you
can break this rule by tearing the roll down the center and
placing the butter inside.
Peanut butter and jelly, turkey on rye and egg salad sand
wiches are all finger-friendly. In fact, as long as it isn’t openfaced, too big or saturated with sauces and fillings, it can be
handled with your hands.
If your dessert has a cookie as a garnish, only use silver
ware if the cookie has become lost in the depths of your
desfiert. As for fruit: Strawberries with hulls, cherries with
stems and grapes in small bunches can be eaten with fingers.
For all other berries, use a spoon.
By sticking to these foods, you can feel like a rebel with
out actually being one.

D

ear Miss Mind Over Manners,
1 will be moving into a house off campus next year
with a few of my friends. We are all close and want to
avoid any future conflicts. Are there any set guidelines for
roommate etiquette?

Sincerely,
Friends ‘Till the End

D

ear Friends,
Here’s a tip: Make new friends but don’t become
roommates with the old. Unfortunately, really good

U.N. should lead tribunals
in Iraqi war crimes
E

vidence proving that Saddam Hussein violated
crimes under international law is undeniable.
Sufficient facts exist to indict him for crimes
against humanity, war crimes and acts of genocide.
There cannot be a doubt that Hussein and his offi
cials must be held accountable for the years of rape,
torture, murder and oppression they inflicted upon
the Iraqi people.
T he debate today is how exactly to institute this
justice.
Several options rise to the surface of the debate
table, including the International Criminal Court, a
U .S. military tribunal or an Iraq tribunal.
T he International Criminal Court will not likely
be the route to prosecuting Iraqi criminals. Crimes
committed previous to the court’s adoption in July
2002 would not be covered under its jurisdiction.
A tro cities com m itted
by Hussein and his regime
^
began when he rose to
power in 1979, which translates into over two
decades of impunity if this court tries Hussein. Also,
the U nited S ta te s’ reluctance to sign the
International Criminal Court into policy diminishes
its credibility in this situation.
U .S. officials reserve the right to form a military
tribunal to address the crimes committed directly
against American soldiers. These include the many
violations of the Geneva C onvention laws for the
treatment of prisoners of war during the G ulf War in
1991.
T he Bush administration leans toward an Iraqi-led
tribunal with minimal international collaboration.
“Iraqis should lead the efforts to judge those who
have committed the greatest crimes against their
people,” said Pierre-Richard Prosper, ambassador-atlarge for war crimes issues.
T he United States should play a major role in the
process not only becau.se it was the liberating force in
Iraq, but also because it collected, catalogued and
analyzed most of the evidence confirming the atroci
ties of Hussein’s reign.
An international influence must also be presen tjn

The United States should play a
major role in the process not only
because it was the liberating force in
Iraq, but also because it collected,
catalogued and analyzed most o f the
evidence confirming the atrocities o f
Hussein's reign.

any judicial action taken in order to provide legal
expertise and experience to the tribunal. T he special
tribunals created to prosecute the crimes in Rwanda
and former Yugoslavia provide examples of legitimate
trials of crimes against humanity. International influ
ence can also provide reasoned punishment in order
to establish justice and not simply revenge.
T he United States doubts the role of international
influence, especially since the United Nations does
not advocate the death penalty. Compromises must
be made to reconcile the international community.
A United Nations-sanctioned tribunal should be
created to prosecute the crimes committed against
the people of Iraq. A panel of Iraqi, American and
international judges should preside over the proceed
ings with prosecutors from Iraq and the United
States. The judges would decide the course of pun
ishment for the convicted war criminals.
T he tribunal would take place in Iraq in order that
its citizens may be connected to the reciprocation for
their decades of suffering.
If Saddam Hussein is still alive, he will be captured
and held accountable for his transgressions. He and
his associates must be punished for their heinous acts.
T he rebirth of a nation is taking place in Iraq. An
opportunity to create a democratic government now
exists. There is an international obligation to assist
the new nation in its reconstruction and quest for
justice.
A llis o n Terry is a jo u rn a lis m
M usta ng D aily s ta ff w rite r.
,

s o p h o m o re

and

Honestly, 1 have a hard time knowing
which foods are finger^friendly. Can you
please help before my bad etiquette earns
me a slap on the wrist!
friends you have known forever have a tendency of making
awful people to live with. W ith that said, living with others is
basically about respect. Treat them as you wish to be treated.
According to “Emily Post’s Etiquette” by Peggy Post, there
are certain rules to living with roommates. First of all,
remember this is not just your house, so value your friend’s
privacy. Don’t invite people over that he or she feels uncom
fortable with, and don’t snoop.
If you need to borrow something like clothes, a bike or
food, ask before you do so. You will have a much harder time
explaining why their item is ripped, broken or eaten after the
fact. Also, wouldn’t you be mad if something of yours went
missing?
If you are having a party, it should be a group decision.
Agreeing to share clean up duties before hand is a good idea.
T hat way no one gets out of not helping.
D on’t wait until your roommate is pounding on your door
to pay rent. This goes for utilities and any other expemses
too. You should have some idea of when everything needs to
be paid by. As a rule of thumb, have your wallet ready a few
days before that due date.
You and your friends should also split housework. That
means no Cinderellas, okay? So agree on who should do what
tasks and by when. Also, keep things tidy in between clean
ing days. If you had a clothes explosion in your room, co n 
tain it. Don’t let it take over the entire house.
If something does go terribly wrong, talk about it. Chances
are the other person has no idea you feel this way.
A ndrea Svoboda is a jo u rn a lis m senior and M ustang Daily
c o lu m n ist.

Letter to the editor
Beliefs aren't always correct
Editor,
With all the high schixil students touring campus lately, I can’t help but won
der if one of them posed as James Mediira so they could be the first in their class
to get into the opinion p;ige (“War protestors de.serve respect,” April 22). After
smdent teaching last quarter at San Luis Obispo High, the reasoning Medina uses
to refute Casey Q)m.suxk is almost on par with my former 17-year-old students.
He iisks, “How can you disrespect anyone who is willing to ri.sk up to 30 years
in jail for what they believe in?" Just because st>melxxly believes in st)mething,
that does not make them right. You didn’t owe them any respect for it. L\>n’t you
think Hitler believed what he was doing was right? If yixi Killow your reastining,
you respect him tor geiKKide, because he believed in the cause. 1don’t want to put
woals in \xxir mtxith by saying you respect Hitler, Kit it just goes to show how mis
guided your reasoning is.
You alsti state no one pays attention to people holding signs ihi street comers.
I agree, but it is not because they are not throwing iron K>lts at cops (which you
advocate), but because the majority of Americans realize those holding the signs
(hippie liberals) are once again on the wrong side of history, and they do not want
to be associated with it.
James, currently I am student teaching in an ei^th-grade clas.snx>m. I think
that class wixild be more your speed to get a handle on reality. FVin’t worry, I grade
on a curve.
Matt Taylor is an education graduate student.

Letter policy
Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily. Mustang Daily reserves the
right to edit letters for grammar, profanities and length. Letters, commentaries
and cartoons do not represent t f ^ vievys of the Mustang Daily. Please limit length
to 250 wo(ds. Letters should include the writer's full name, p h ^ number, major
and dass standing.

By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
CA 93407

By fox:
(805)756^784
By »mail: mustangdaily@hotmail.com
Letters must coma from a Cal Poly e-mail account Do not send letters as an
attachment Please send the text In the body of the e-mail.

Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the correct form at
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IM sports a rep rieve fro m school, w o rk schedules
Every quarter roughly five sports
are offered. In addition to the three
levels of competitiveness, students
can also choose whether or not
they want to be on co-ed teams.
Spring sports include 5:5 basket
ball, 9:9 soccer, slo-pitch softball,
By Sarah Stephan
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
flag football and tennis singles.
Students can formulate their
own teams and sign them up the
Even those whose love of sports
first Wednesday of every quarter in
outweighs their athletic abilities
the
R ecreational
C enter.
have the chance to experience the
Individuals who want to play but
weekend practices and nightly
have not yet formed a team on
games typical for signed college
their own can sign up as “free
athletes.
agents” the second Monday of
For many C al Poly students,
every quarter. Student coordinators
recreational sports strikes a balance
will then assign them to a team.
between stressful school schedules
“T h e teams are self-governed
or demanding work commitments.
and do a good job of encouraging
Every quarter, more than 2,500
everyone to play,” said Dan Mason,
students participate in leagues and
mechanical engineering senior and
tournaments organized by Cal Poly
student manager for recreational
Recreational Sports. The studentsports.
led intramural teams play organized
Playing sports in an organized
games against other Cal Poly teams.
recreational environment is a great
T h e roughly 250 intramural
way to relieve stress, meet people
reams are divided into three divi
and stay healthy. Long said.
sions, based on level ot com peti
Resident hall students can
tiveness. Students can sign up for
immediately become involved in
any division.
intramural sports by signing up for
Division I is comprised t^f the
dorm teams. An inter-hall football
most
com petitive
athletes.
league is arranged every fall quar
Students who have never played
ter.
the sport before or don’t want to
English ju nior Hillary Rieder
play competitively are more suited
joined an intramural soccer team
for Division III.
her freshman year. Rieder had
“In our program, there is really a
never played soccer before but said
niche for everyone,” said Joe Long,
that she always wanted to learn.
assistant director for recreational
“1 ended up having the best time
sports.
ever,” she said. “O ne time I even

stole the ball from som eone!”
Rieder now plays intramural
football and softball as well. She
said she always tells new students
that she meets to get involved and
try a new sport.
To boiYst morale at weekend
games, Rieder’s team designates a
“team mom” who is in charge of
bringing snacks. The Capri-Suns
and orange slices may have even
helped her team win the division
championship winter quarter.
Single elim ination playoffs are
held for qualifying teams at the end
of each quarter.
W orking
for
C al
Poly
R ecreational Sports is another
great experience. T he student lead
ers are hired to organize teams and
referee games. This enables stu
dents who are interested in sports

► More than 2,500
students participate in
Cal Poly leagues and
tourneys each quarter

,\\crs Nomali Rodíít Do^ Yellow Box SiJooul Volatile

‘'Intramural sports have been the single^hest outlet for
working off a long day o f studying and a great way to
meet people socially/'
Dan Mason
mechanical engineering senior
hut not in sports-oriented majors to
have a job doing something that
they like. Long said.
“The program really empowers
our students,” Long said. “Working
for rec sports is a great leadership
opportunity and it also reinforces
the learn-by-doing concept.”
Mason has played intramural
soccer since his freshman year. He
wanted to play sports in college but
also have time to focus on school.
“Intramural sports have been the

AUTOMOTIVE BRAKE

single-best outlet for working off a
long day of studying and a great
way to meet people socially,” he
said.
Intramural sports teams are open
to all enrolled students, except
those playing the same sport for Cal
Poly A thletics. The cost of playing
for one quarter usually ranges from
$10 to $20 per teammate. Faculty,
staff and alumni can also partici
pate for a fee.
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Poly Royal a fond memory for many alumni
► Riots ended popular
event in 1991; drew more
than 100,000 people
By Samantha Weeks
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

T he leyend ot Poly Royal resides
in the memories of alumni,
adm inistrators and police as
more than an event for prospective
students.
In the late 1980s to early 1990s,
Poly Royal’s success grew each year
and more than 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 people
gathered together for the event.
Classes were canceled on Friday
prior to the weekend, and the
occasion was coined “Party Royal.”
“People cam e to party from
areas like San F rancisco, San
Diego and Humboldt,” said Mike
Kennedy, a C al Poly Police Officer
for 18 years.
Much of the partying took place
between the corner of Foothill and
C alifornia boulevards and reached
to the 7-11 farther down the
street. T he streets were shut off for
the students and visitors.
“T h e area around Campus
Bottle was a spot where we gath
ered because it was near a number
of fraternities,” said Beige R a:i, a
Cal Poly student in 1991. “The
cops were picking out faces in the
crowd and taking photos in order
to catch who they considered dan
gerous.”

Razi and Kennedy both said that crowds.
C al
Poly
Police
each night of the weekend became Departriient called in officers from
ptogressively crazier and unsafe.
San
Luis
Obispo
Police
“O n the last night of the week Department, the C alifornia M en’s
end people had broken into Colony, the sheriff’s department
Campus B o ttle and looted the and
o th er
C alifo rn ia
State
store,” Kennedy said. “People were University police departments.
throwing bottles and rocks into
T h e event came to a crashing
the crowd, breaking lights and the end when riots occurred in the
guard rails for
streets off cam 
the trains, van- ”
pus. Poly Royal
dalizing
cars, “Fd like to see Poly Royal
was discontinued
burning dump
and
C al
Poly
happen
again,
but
in
a
safe
sters
and
President Warren
a s s a u l t i n g and sane way/'
J. Baker called for
female partygo, a reassessm ent.
Mike
Kennedy
O pe„ House was
ers.”
UPD 0ffiC6r approved in 1994
Kennedy said
ambulances had
as a smaller ver
trouble reaching sóme of the sion of a traditional event that
injured people because the crowds focuses on C al Poly’s legacy,
were so out of control and would
“Open House is not a big party;
not let in the ambulances.
it’s a celebration and it is a more
Police were completely outnum- positive event than Poly Royal,”
bered and were dressed in riot gear Kennedy said.
anticipating trouble, Razi said.
Poly
Royal
was originally
“W hen cops show up in riot intended to celebrate and show off
gear, people expect a rio t,” Razi C al Poly to visitors, listen to
said. “T here was nothing set up for speeches by professors and enjoy a
the students to do at night and all barbecue.
the a ctiv itie s to celeb rate the
“I’d like to see Poly Royal hap
school happened during the day. pen again, but in a safe and sane
All kids would be partying on the way,” Kennedy said.
street and cops would try to dis
Razi agreed.
perse the crowd by bombing the
“T he event just needs to be bet
groups with tear gas.”
ter planned and provide something
Poly Royal of 1991 brought in for people to do in the evening,”
law enforcem ent from all over the Razi said.
state to co n trol the expected

ROBERT DYER/the (san luis obispo) T ribune

A ro w d y crow d gathers a t th e in te rse ctio n o f C alifornia and F o o th ill
boulevards d u rin g th e second n ig h t o f rio tin g d u rin g th e Poly Royal
celebrations i n i 990.
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Energize
Your Body '
And Brain !:
Í & ':

WITH PLATINUM ’ S TASTY BLEND OF CONVENIENT NUTRITION
Platinum Perform ance W ellness Form ula, a tasty, easy-to-use. precise blend o f health-promoting nutrients
jam-packed with organic flaxseed, sunflower seeds, sweet hints o f vanilla and cinnamon, high-quality
protein, smart fats (especially vitally important omega 3-fatty acids), energy and fat metabolizing
L-cam itine and other performana* and immune boosting ingredients. Sprinkle on
yogurt or cereal, or mix in a smoothie for breakfast or a quick pick-me-up.
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You’ll find all these same great ingredients in the super
convenient Platinum B ars - ready to eat, on-the-go nutrition that
keeps you alert and energized without spiking blood sugar like
other energy bars do. Be sure to try the
all new Blueberry Crisp flavor.
del icious-tasting, super-portable
nutrition.
Platinum Wellness and
Platinum Bars promote:
* Better Mental Clarity
* Healthier skin, hair and nails
■ Stronger Immune Function
■ Faster Muscle Recovery
* Healthy Joints
* Improved Energy and Endurance
Find us at:
Campus Market, New Frontiers,
A r t ' s Cyclery and GH Sports
^^itearn,'
or online at www.platinumperformance.com
or call (800 ) 553 -2400 ,
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Central Coast Premier Pet Stores
Tank M aintenance Reptiles
Fresh & Salt Fish Birds
Premium Dog & Cat Foods Puppies
Supplies

Fill out this coupon and include a proof ofpurchase ofa I pound Granular
or a Box of Bars and receive afree Platinum Performance T-Shirt.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
E m ail:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
T-Shirt Size ff/rr/<’r)«i’y
SM
M
L
XL
Send to;
ATTN Promotions
PO Box 94«
Buellton.CA 93427

2 FR EE

15% O FF

G o ld fis h

Entire Purchase
(non-sale item s only)
Just come in and get em!
595 MARSH St
San Lu is Obispo
543-3265

4100 El Camino Road
Atascadero
460-0555

705 6th St.
Paso Robles
239-4555

(Acnxs From FoMer"* Freeze)

(K-Mert Plaze)

(AcroM From Poet Office)
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President Baker appointed as
chair of national tech board
Cal Poly President Warren
Baker’s history of involvement in
information technology earned him
a role as leader of a national com
mission dealing with the topic.
Baker was recently appointed to
the
hoard
of
the
N ational
Association
of
Land-Grant
Colleges, and now chairs the associ
ation’s Commission on Information
Technology. He has served on the
commission tor four years, and the
hoard chose him as leader hecause
he has worked with similar groups in
the past, he said.
“They were aware that 1 have
been involved in higher education
information technology for over two
decades,” Baker said. “They’re also
aware that Cal Poly, in many areas,
is progressive in the use of technol
ogy in higher ed.”
Baker’s appointment speaks well
of the university, said vice provost of
Information
Technology
Jerry
Hanley.
“It’s a real honor for Cal Poly,
hecause that commission will do a
lot in the next couple of years in
Washington,” he said.
One of the commission’s primary
functions is to oversee the Higher
Education Information Technology
Alliance, Baker said.
“The alliance comes together to
liwk at a common federal agenda for

Study: Greeks 'get foot in
the door' in job search
By Olga B erdial

By G ra n t Shellen
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Visions'

''They (National Association ofLand^Grant Colleges)
were aware that 1 have been involved in higher education information technology for over two decades.
They're also aware that Cal Poly, in many areas, is
progressive in the use o f technology in higher ed."
Warren Baker
Cal Poly President
higher
education,”
he
said. “W e’re trying to come up with a res
“Congress and federal agencies pre olution that would avoid a lawsuit
fer to go to one place to get the per that would be pretty damaging to
spective of higher education.”
fair use.”
Baker met with the alliance for
Another topic of interest is the
the first time as leader of the tech Internet2 consortium, of which Cal
nology commission in Washington, Poly is a member. Baker said.
D .C ., last month. T he alliance InternetZ is an ultra high-speed net
meets there annually to set an agen work linking about 200 universities
da for that year. This year’s agenda and more than 60 corporations.
includes issues such as network According to a Cal Poly news
technology, cyher research, intellec release from January 2002, a data
tual property and broadband avail file that would take most Internet
users six hours to .seven days to
ability for universities, Baker said.
“Those are really tough issues,” download would be received in 39
Hanley said. “You need a clear seconds by an InternetZ-enabled
understanding of them to make any computer.
kind of policy decisions.”
“It’s basically a way of getting
T he committee deals with issues more dedicated bandwidth for
outside the alliance, too. Recent research,” Hanley said.
lawsuits against universities due to
Cal Poly is one of only three
illegal trading of mp3s and other California State University campus
copyrighted files have caused con es — and one of the first overall —
siderable alarm. Baker said.
on the network, he said.
“T here is significant concern
“We are well-positioned to stay in
about pirating that is occurring on the group for a number of years,”
university campuses,” he said. Hanley said.

MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR

W ith parties, philanthropy and
other aspects of college life aside, do
Greeks have an advantage when try
ing to find a job?
According to Forbes.com they do.
About 25 percent of the chief exec
utives of America’s largest corpora
tions on the Forbes Super 500 were
members of college fraternities, the
magazine found.
James Fujiwara, president of Cal
Poly’s Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity, said
Greeks have an advantage when it
comes to finding a job after gradua
tion.
“One thing that career services
always tells students to do is network,”
Fujiwara said. “Títere are a lot of net
working op^xirtunities if you are in a
fraternity.”
In fact, the last time Fujiwara was at
a national Phi Sigma Kappa conven
tion, he received two job offers.
But 'temity brothers arc not the
only Greeks who benefit when choos
ing a career path.
The Alpha Chi Omega sorority has
a national Web site with an alumni
link, where members can search a par
ticular geographic area for a particular
job. It then compiles a list of sorority
sisters who are in that position, said
Rona Kupec, a member of Alpha Chi
Omega.
“The chances that someone you
find will he from your chapter are

slim,” Kupec said, “But ^ven if they
don’t know you, they are willing to
help.”
Fujiwara, a business senior, said
although the Greek system has broad
connections, it takes more than know
ing the right person to get a job.
“They can get your foot in the dix)r,
but they can’t get you the job,”
Fujiwara said. “You have to have skills
just like ev'eryone else.”
Alpha Phi member and political
science senior Kcrensa Pearce said
being involved in the Greek system
might help, but it is not the only fac
tor in being hired.
“Tlie president isn’t the president
because he was Greek,” Pearce said. “It
takes a certain person to be in a posi
tion like that.”
It just happens that the same quali
ties that Greeks look for during
recruitment might also he the qualities
that employers lix)k for, Pearce said.
Fujiwara agreed that Greeks learn
many valuable skills that most stu
dents are never expxtsed to.
“Fraternities and sororities offer key,
leadership opportunities that many
students don’t otherwise get,” Fujiwara
said.
Clubs and other organizations that
students are involved in do provide,
opportunities, but not to the same
extent, he said.
Kupec said the leadership and orga
nizational skills she learned last year as
president of her sorority have proven
most useful.

You canjoin the
Credit Union Of Choice The Golden 1 Credit Union
Faculty, staff, and students of Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo are eligible to join the
credit union of choice,The Golden 1. Just ask any one --w hich credit do you
think of first? The majority answer. The Golden 1. The Golden 1 offers members
many great benefits, including the Student Pack* for full-time students.
The Student Pack offers the follow ing fo r fu ll-tim e students:

• Low-rateVISA*Cardwithoverdraftprotectionandnocosignerrequired
• Checkingaccountwithnomonthlyservicecharge
• ATMorATM/CheckCard
• Golden10nlineAccountAccess*"
Join today at The Golden 1 San Luis Obispo Office at 852 Foothill Boulevard,
or by calling our Member Service Call Center at 1-877-GOLDEN1.

Subjecttoapproval.Must
beapprovedforall products
toreceivetheStudentPackAccount.
NCÜÁ 1=>
Federally Insured bv NCUA

CSEDIT

U NI ON

California's LeadingCredit Union^

goldenl.com

B O O K S ?
BUY AND SELI TEXTBOOKS AT

UNIVERSITY B O O K E X C H A N G E IN C
THE HIGHEST
BUY BACK
P R IC E S IN
TOWN
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GUARANTEED
LOW ER P R IC E S
ON NEW AND
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TEXTBO O KS
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FREE LOCK W I T H E V E R Y N E W R E N T A L

Please call for m o r e I n f o r m a t i o n

(805) 544-9200
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• C onsider not drinking at all. Ask tor a soda and
d o n ’t apologize or feel guilty for not drinking.
Be safe. D rink smart or don’t drink at all.
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Eating disorders cross genders on campus
reach out and make themselves visible
to tither people but they choose the
wrong way to do it.
More than one million men across
the country are iifflicted with varied
forms of disordered eating, and the
actual number may be niLich higher
because most men reftLse to come for
ward and accept that they are suffering
from an eating distirder, according to
the MenStuff Web site. In truth, most
men would not even know that they
had an eating disorder becatise of it
being incorrectly considered a women’s
disease.
Eating disorders in males are clini
cally similar to eating disorders in
females. Certain athletic activities
appear to put males at risk for develop
ing eating disorders. Ekxly builders,
wrestlers, dancers, swimmers, mnners,
rowers, gymnasts and jockeys are prone
to eating disorders due to the weight
restrictions necessitated by their sports.
Liih Weng Kheong, aerospace engi
neering sophomore, said he thinks peer
pressure and society’s demands drive
people to develop eating disorders.
“Guys who develop eating disorders
were probably made fun of if they were
overweight. The desire to kx)k good
probably starts it all.”
Bixly image concerns appear to be
one of the strongest variables in pre
might also engage in
Oklahoma State graduate a y lU a h ,'n d J dicting eating disorders in males. The
binge-eating and/or
Stud6nt trial engineering drive for thinness is a more important
purging behaviors.
and
manage predictor of weight loss behaviors than
Another
eating
ment graduate student. “The commu psychological and/or ^mily variables.
disonler is bulimia nervosa, in which nity these days portrays skinny people Men with eating disorders tend to have
sufferers engage in discrete periixls of as desirable, although that is not always more passive-aggressive personality
overeating followed by attempts to true.”
styles and have had negative reactions
compensate for overeating and to avoid
Chelliah said she thinks controlling to their bodies from their peers while
weight gain. Sufferers regularly com- fixxl intake is one way for them to growing up.

piensate for their binge eating with selfinduced vomiting, laxative abuse,
diuretics or enemas, through dietary
(U-WIRE) STILLWATER, Okla. — fasting or excessive exercising.
For years, eating disorders have beeir
In addition to suffering from anorex
labeled a “female teenager’s disease,” ia and bulimia at increasing rates, males
but this is a misnomer. The first case of are falling victim to a recently named
anorexia nervosa, one type ot eating disorder — muscle dysmorphia, also
disorder, was reported in a 16'year-old known as bigorexia, the conviction
male by Richard Mcirton, a London that one is too small, according to the
physician in 1694.
site. This syndrome is marked by an
“Eating disorders are not about obsession with the size and shape of the
food,” said Cindy K. Washington, clin Ixxly, constant working out and weight
ical counselor at University Giunseling lifting (even if one isn’t involved in
Services at Oklahoma State University. sports] and the use of supplements to
“It’s about self esteem and the desire ti> “bulk up,” according to the site.
feel gcKxl about oneself. The need feu
A subject of much speculation and
control in one’s life is often projected study, eating disorders are symptomatic
onto fcxKl, and that’s where it begins.” of deep SLKial, emotional and psycho
There are variiTus kinds of eating disor logical conflicts, rather than being a
ders.
disease itself. Incorrectly considered a
According to the MenStuff Web women’s disease, studies have reported
site, people suffering from anorexia ner that for every five people ailing from
vosa typically display a pronoLmced fear discTrdered eating, one is a male.
of weight gain and a
“I guess eating
dread of beciiming fat ^
^
"
....
“ ~
disorders
although they are
Community thesc
more common
dramatically underin
women
weight.
Sufferers oays portrdys skinny peobecause physi
maintain their low
^ desirablc, although
cally appearance
btxly weight purely by ,
.
,
„
might
matter
restricting
food that IS not dlways true.
more to them
intake and increased
„
^
n* i. than men,” said
activity, but they
Kavet* Chelliah

By K hadija Ejaz
Daily O'Collegian (Oklahoma State U.)

“I t s a silent, invisible illness that claims a higher num

ber o f victims than statistics show because accepting that
one is ill is a big step.**
Cindy K. Washington
counselor
Anorexic males tend to have more
dependent and avoidant perstTnalities.
Males with anorexia do not tend to
confomt to the cultural expectations
for masculinity such as competitive
ness, muscularity, strength, physical
aggre.vsiveness, independence and com
petence in athletics.
According to the Anorexia Nervosa
and Related Eating Disorders Inc. Web
site, the risk factors for males include
being overweight as children, dieting
(one of the most powerful eating disor
der triggers for both males and females],
participation in sports that demand
thinness, demand of thinness at work
and sexual orientation.
Tire last risk factor is based upon the
findings that some, but by no means all,
males with eating disorders arc mem
bers of the gay community, where men
are judged on their physical attractive
ness in much the same way as women
are jtidged in the heterosexual commu
nity.
“People suffering from eating disor
ders are missing out on life,”
Washington said. “It’s a silent, invisible
illness that claims a higher number of
victims than statistics show because
accepting that one is ill is a big step,
and most people aren’t ready for that.”
Washington also said the seriousness
of eating distTixlers is underestimated.

Food is what the patients think about
24 hours a day, and that can stop them
from doing a lot of things in life.
Treatment of males with eating dis
orders have proven to be a difficult task
because mcist men are reluctant to
admit they are suffering from a “female”
problem. A number of physicians imder
diagnose males with eating disorders, as
they do not expect to see them in male
patients.
Most treatment priTgrams and sup
port groups have been designed f<ir
women and are populated exceedingly
by females. Males report feeling uncom
fortable and out of place in discussions
of lost menstrual periods, women’s
siKio-cultural issues, female-oriented
advertising and similar topics.
But like females, men do need pro
fessional help to recover. An eating dis
order, in a person of any sex or sexual
orientation, poses a dangerous threat to
the mental and physical position of the
patient. Detected in its initial stages, an
eating disorder can be prevented from
proving fatal.
TTie first step is to be evaluated by a
physician to identify physical problems
that are contributing to or resulting
from the eating disorder and by a men
tal health therapist to identify psycho
logical issues underlying food behav-

O n ly $ 3 9 9 5
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PLUS SHARE
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600 Anytime Minutes................................................................................ $34.95/mo.
400 Anytime Mobile-to-Mobile M inutes....................................................... FREE
Nationwide Long Distance................................................................................ FREE
Second Phone Line............................................................................................$5/mo.
Nokia 3360 Phones (with a two-year agreem ent)...................................... FREE

Best Coverage on Campus!
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Tonight
I M other's Tavern

725 Higuera St.

Triple Dub • 9:30 p.m. • $3 cover * 2 1 +
1017 Monterey St.
12 Dogs Coffee House
Sumter • 8 p.m.
I Linnaea's Café
11ioGarden st.
Toni Land (Alternative Country) • 8:30 p.m.
iZ-C lub
2010 Parker St.
Music Mix • $1 Bud Light • Pole Dancing » 2 1 +
I The Grad
990 Industrial Way
La Noche Caliente (Latin) • $4, 21+ • $7« IS"*'
728 Higuera Sf.
I Frog & Peach
DJ Dijid * 2 1 +
969 Monterey Sr.
iGiGi's
Live Jazz • 9 p.m.
404 Front St. (Avila Beach)
|4Ar. Rick's Beach Bar
Smokin’ Gunz (Rock) • 9 p.m. * 2 1 +

Saturday
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Reality TV hits the big screen
By C hristy Lem ire

I M o ther's Tavern

72s Higuera st.^
Kristin Black (Blues) • 9:30 p.m. • $3 cover » 2 1 +
12 Dogs Coffee House
1017 Monterey st.
Frontline • 8:30 p.m.
I Linnaea's Café
1110 Garden st.
Paul Inman (Folk) • 8:30 p.m.
I Z-Ciub
2010 Parker St.
Music Mix • $2.50 Smirnoff Ice • Dirty Dancing * 2 1 +
I The Grad
990 industrialway
Wet & Wild * $ 4 . 2 1 + * $ 7 , 18+
Frog & Peach
728 Higuera sr.
Guy Budd Band (Blues/Rock) * 2 1 +
I GiGi'S
969 Monterey St.
Live jazz • 9 p.m.
I Mr. Rick's Beach Bar
404 Front St. (Avila Beach)
Alter Ego (Rock) • 9 p.m. * 2 1 +
I M adonna Inn
100 Madonna Rd
Viper 6 (Swing) • 7:30 p.m.

I

Sunday
I M o ther's Tavern
Karaoke • 8 p.m. * 2 1 +
I Mr. Ricks Beach Bar
Triple Dub (Funk/Reggea)
IGiGi's
Live jazz • 9 p.m.
I M ission SLO
Pacific Repertory Opera •

oM
THe

725 Higuera St.

404 Front st. (AvUa Beach)
• 3-7 p.m. * 2 1 +
969 Monterey St.

751 Palm St.
2 p.m. • $15

Monday

AP E ntertainment W riter

They might revoke my film critic
privileges for siiying this, but 1 have to
admit it: 1 liked “The Real Cancún."
The first so-called reality
miwie comes from the people
who piitneered the realityTV' genre: Mary-Ellis Runim
and Jonathan Murray, who
created M TV’s “The Real World” more
than a decade ago.
This is the .story of 16 strangers picked
to go on spring break in (Jancun and
have their lives taped. And their lives, at
least for a week, consist of getting drunk
on the beach, making out with random
peiTplc, waking up hung over and doing
COURTESY PHOTO
it all over again.
Wlty, you ask, should you run our to
Sixteen crazy co ■eds reveal th e tru th a b o u t sprin g break in 'The Real
the multiplex and spend money on
Cancún.'
sttmething you can watch on television?
Because it’s far more explicit, and dare 1
hilarious.
.say, real than even the raunchiest hot tub romps in the nuTst
Much of what makes it work lies in the casting. Sasha
recent “Real World” in Las Vegas. And that makes the mtwie
Alpert, a veteran of casting for “The Real World” and M TV’s
a mindlc*ss, guilty pleasure.
“Road Rules,” has a great eye for finding iseople who are fun,
While the beginning feels like a tedious, big-screxin version
fearless imd most importantly photogenic.
of a “Girls Gone Wild” video, and the sexual hijinks at the
Among the cast members, picked from 10,0(X) appliend drag on like bad midnight Skinemax fare, .several
moments are surprisingly hinny and at times, laugh-out-loud

C

see CANCÚN, page 26

I M o ther's Tavern

725 Higuera S t

Karaoke • 8 p.m. « 2 1 +
404 Front S t (Avila BecKh)
I Mr. Rick'S Beach Bar
Happy Hour 4 -7 p.m. • $2 Beer, $3 Well
1017 Monterey S t
12 Dogs Coffee House
Comedy Hour • 8 p.m.

Tuesday
I M other's Tavern

725Higuera st.

80’s Night • 9:30 p.m. * 2 1 +
I Mr. Rick's Beach Bar
404 Front st. (AvUa aeachf
Happy Hour 4 -7 p.m. • $2 Beer, $3 Well
I The Grad
990industrial way
Comedy Night • $4, 21+ • $7, 18+
12 Dogs Coffee House
1017 Monterey st
Open Mic Night • 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday
I M other's Tavern

725 Higuera st.
Disco Funk • 9:30 p.m. »21 +
[M r.R ick's Beach Bar
404FrontU.l/M laBeach)
Happy Hour 4 -7 p.m. • $2 Beer, $3 Well
IZ-C lub
2010 Parker St.
Swing Night • $2 Kamakazi »21 +
I The Grad
990 Irrdustrlal Way
Cxsllege Hump Night • $4, 21+ • $7, 18+
iGiGi's
969 Monterey St.
Live jazz • 9 p.m.
I Backstage Pizza
mthe u.u.
David Peters (Acoustic) • 6 p.m.

Thursday
IThe Grad

990Irrdustnal Way
Q)untry Night • $4, 21+ • $7, 18+
IGiGi's
969 Monterey S t
jazz Night • 9 p.m.
I Mr. Rick's Beach Bar
404 Front st. (AvIla Beach)
Happy Hour 4 -7 p.m. • $2 Beer, $3 Well
I Mothei^s Tavern
725 Higuera st.
Dj Beau • 9:30 p.m. * 2 1 +
IZ-Club
2010Parker st.
Music Mix • $1 Coors • 21 +
Bon Temps
looooiivest
Live Blues and Crawfish Roil

I

Mustang
D

A
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Introducing a new generation of Presley
By Ryan Curell
Iowa State D aily (Iowa State U.)

Wlien 1 l(x<k at the cover of Lisa Marie Presley’s debut
album, 1 can’t decide what features of her parents 1
notice first. Cxuild it be that gorgeixis facial profile of her
mother, or is it ihi>si‘ lips and eye« of her legendary
father? This uncertainty resembles my ;inticip.ition to iLsten to the album; Will “Tt>
Whom it May G m cem ” he a pop-nxrk awak
ening of her father or jiLst a lame entry into
the bi: that Presley has prolonged for over 30 years?
4.:
The rc'sult is a mix of Knh — Presley showcuvses a
deep, sexy vocal talent throughout the 11 tracks on ‘To
Whom It May CAincem,” thixigh the tune and depth of
her songs don’t ever realK change, nor dtxs» it mark a
distinct diversirv fri>m others win» have made similar
albums.
Tlie lyrics, written by Presley, are a different comparistsn to the song compositions themselves. Pressley
p»ign.intlv explores feelings aKxit her father in the sin
gle “Lights iVit” (the Ix'st v»ng on the album): “ Y»hi
were a million miles ;nv;iv /And I was crying eveiy time
I’d leave you /Then 1 didn’t want to see you /'I still keep
my watch two hours Ixhimi,” ami the refrain, “Someone
tiimcxl out the lights in Memphis /Tliat’s where my fam
ily’s buried and gone.”
COURTESY PHOTO
T I tc p ro b le m isn ’t w ith h e r l\Tics, but th e way the
Lisa M arie sings a b o u t fa m ily, love and h e artb rea k in
her d e b u t a lb u m 'To W hom it May Concern.'

see LISA, page 26

Océanos Eleven^ without ‘Confidence^
By C hristy Lem ire
AP Entertainment W riter

Think i>f (Confidence as a pxir
mans Oceans Eleven, a heist movie
that dcx*sn t have quite the elite ca.st,
claK»rate .letails and efferv'escence of

y H = E x c e lle n t

Steven Soderbergh’s film,
but IS genuinely entertaining
nonetheless.
Instead
of
George
Q^xmey, Brad Pitt, Julia RoK'its and
Damon, there’s Eilward Bums,
Cnamatti, Rachel Weis: ,ind

nV=G ood

^ S a tis fa c to ry

I’hi.stin Hoffman. (Andy Garcia, by the
way, appears in K»th films.)
Instead of targeting Las Vegas’ most
im(X'netrable casino vault.s, the cons in
“(Confidence" go after a ci>mipt banker,
.-/MurirMriu/-r

see CONFIDENCE, page 26
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CANCÚN
c o n t in u e d fro m p a g e 25

cants nationwide:
Jeremy, a tan, toned ZZ-year-old who
proclaims early in the film, “Girls go on
spring break to find guys like me."
Roxanne and Nicole, ZO-year-old
identical twins who resemhle Natalie
Maine's from the Dixie Chicks, ;md
have no qualms about grinding agaiivst
each other onstage if it helps them win
a wet T-shirt contest.
And David and Heidi, 18-year-old
best friends who’ve never hcxiked up,
but have a isent-up romance that rivals
Dawson and joey’s on “Dawson’s
Creek.”
Some ot the most memorable
moments ciime courtesy of Casey, a 25year-old aspiring iTuxlel who must be
the spawn of Jeff Spicoli in “Fast Times
at Ridgemont High” and Owen
Wilson’s character in “Zoolander.” His
mating call gi.x;s something like this:
“Do any of you girls wanna make out or
anything?... Why not?”
But the misst human character of all
is Alan, an 18-year-old freshman at
Texas Tech who’d never had a drink
before heading south of the Kirder.
Alan Isegins his vacation behind
thick glasses and a shy demeanor, polite
ly declining when the tequila starts
flowing. But w'hen he takes off his glass
es, he’s a total cutie, he almost resembles
a young Brad Pitt.
In no time, he’s downing shots,
putting on a bikini bottom for a “hot
Kxl” contest (which he w’ias) and kiss
ing girls he doesn’t even know. (Everthe-Stiuthem gentleman, though, he’ll
ask a girl for her name after he makes his
move.)
Alan’s story isn’t exactly heartwarm
ing, but it’s kind of a joy watching him
gain confidence as the wtHik progresses.

His metamorphosis makes “The Real
Cancún” a much more engaging coming-of-age tale than the ones depicted in
far tamer movies like “Beach Blanket
Bingo” in the ’60s and “Private Resort”
in the ’80s.
And if you just can’t get enough, the
people who created A B C ’s “The
Bachelor” and “Are You Hot?” are
coming out with theit own spring
break movie, “The Quest,” later this
year.

CONFIDENCE
c o n t in u e d fro m p a g e 2 5

And director James Foley’s visual
style never truly captures the giddy,
glitzy look and feel of SixJerlx:rgh’s 2001
film, itself a remake of a 1960 Rat Pack
flick, but it’s still light enough on its feet
to kt*ep you hopping along.
Bums stars as Jake Vig, who recounts
the con in fla.shbacks while a mob
henchman (Morris Chestnut) pxiints a
gun at his head.
Jake is the head of a crew of grifters
that
includes
sad-sack
Gordo
(Giamatti), pretty-boy Miles (Brian
Van Holt), Big A1 (LiHiis Lombardi)
and dirty Los Angeles cops Lloyd
(Donal Logue) and Omar (Luis
Guzman).
When Big A1 and the target of an
earlier scam end up dead, Jake and his
friends mast make amends to the man
they’ve crossed: crime K k s Winston
King (Hofftnan), who’s known as “The
King.”
Jake offers to repay The King by
going after an even bigger target:
Morgan Price (Robert Forster), a banker
with connections to organized crime.
The con entails wooing a lonely bank
vice president and setting up an oftshiire
bank .Kaxint in which to wire niillioas

country, just as Tom Hanks’ G-man
chased an elusive Leonardo DiCaprio.
“Ginfidence” zips by quickly and,
well, confidently. Bums finally gets a
chance to show off his capacity for
charisma, after straight-man suppxxting roles in films including “15
Minutes” and “Life or Something Like
It.”
Giamatti, with his deadpan comic
delivery, gets some of the film’s best
lines. “Are we planning a con or are
we doing a rendition of ‘CXir Town’”
COURTESY PHOTO he asks when he surveys tlie random
D ustin H offm an plays The King in crew Jake lias assembled.
'C onfidence.'
of dollars.
But Jake can only pull it off with the
help of Lily (Weisz), a pickpcKket who’s
such an old-schixil femme fatale, she
can’t even light her own cigarettes.
While she imd Jake have a ton of chem
istry, their sexual tension would have
lieen even more intense if they hadn’t
jumped into bed together in the middle
of the job.
If all tliis sounds familiar now, wait
until you hear tlie characters talk; it
sounds as if first-time screenwriter l9oug
Jung has been reading too much David
Mamet. The twists and double-crosses,
the cadence of the characters’ speech
and the repetitiveness of certain sayings
are reminiscent of much of Mamet’s
work namely “Heist” and “Glengarry
Glen Ross” (the latter of which Foley
also directed) with desperate, crafty
characters doing whatever they must to
get their hands on some cash.
Other moments recall “Pulp
Fiction,” with its images of a bleachedout Los Angeles where everyone has a
gun pointed at someone else.
And there are elements of “Catch
Me If Ytxi Can,” with Garcia as an FBI
agent who’s pursued Jake across the

Playing?

Deli. Between 4:20 - 5:00 (Hon thru

c o n t in u e d fro m p a g e 2 5
Sit], mt sandwiches $4.20

‘ eiicludes^^«

songs .stxind. Presley both vulgarly and
touchingly ventures into subjects of exhusbands (in “Important”: “Maybe I’ll
squasli you relentlessly because you tried
to crush me / Please get ixit of my way
because I don’t like fucking waiting”)
and family (in “So Lovely”: “Know
you’re everything to me / Know you
have to learn and try / Please don’t fear
to lose me / You know 1 have the same
fears ttxi”). Her resonance could easily
lie mistaken for Sheryl Crow, though
thankftilly, Presley dixisn’t invite as to
go “soak up the sun.”
As far as new masic goes, Presley has
made an impressive debut and deserves
accolades for writing her own songs and
actually making it coherent. “To Whom
it May Concern” is a heart-wrenching
opus, but it changes only by the tracks
that separate it. It’s an interesting

Iii (iiv.il Aiik'ih;in
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W ho's in

SLO's Premiere Thai Restaurant
Since 1985

W h a t is

0

{A

th e re to do?
W here
sh o u ld I go?

A

-

H ow m uch
a re d r in k s ?

Lundi • Diiinnr
Lunch: 11am to 2pm
Dinner: 5pm
Closed Sunday

•wcxilf®

PolyVision.calpoly.edu

(SOSXeS-TNM

1 9 9 7 ’9 8 , ’9 9 , ’0 0 , 01,

wimN.lbMiovte«Nperitict.coH
IN TH E BIG FREM ONT

I
I

m

A N G ER M ANAG EM EN T

^edy T h u

or
with coupon

N o Advance Reservalion< with Coupon
I
Tickets Available at Door Only
I Call for Showtimes <i Seating Availability
\
Expires April 27, 2001 • M D

(PO-iS)

Fri-Sw n12:30 3:30 6:30 9:30
Mon-Tbur 3:30 6:30 9:30

02

*
I

I
/

RrofessionalißäS9'Tiheaten

TH E R EA L CANCÚN (R )
Fn-Sun 12 00 2 30SO0 7:30 10O0
Mon-Thuc 230 500 700 10O0
-M AUBU'S MOST WANTED (PO-13)
Fn-Sun 1:30 4 0 0 6 15 900
Mon-Thur 400 6:15 900

Hwy 1 Oceano

HOUSE O F A 1000 C O R P SES (R )
Fn-Thur 2 45 7 45

(3 mNM south of Ptamo Bssoh)

WHAT A G IR L W ANTS(PG-13)
Fri-Son 12:15 5:1510:15
Mon-Thur 5 :15 10 :15

4 8 9 -3 4 9 9

Downtown Centre Cinema
546-8600
ID EN T IT Y IR)

Fri-Sun 12:30 2:45 5:00 7 :1 5 9:45
Mon-Thur 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:45

IT R U N S IN T H E FAM ILY (PG-13)

WE SERVE H O M EM A D E H EA RTY M EALS

Fri-Sun 1:30 4:15 7:00 9:40
Mon-Thur 4:15 7 0 0 9 40

A loca l mee tin g
pla ce wh ere y o u ' l l love
h o m e - s t y l e f av o r it es such as;

H O L E S (PO-13)
Fri-Sun 1:00 3:45 6:30 9:15
Mon-Thur 3:45 6:30 9:15

- c h i c k e n f r i e d s t e a k wi t h
- bi s c u i t s and gravy
-breakfast burritos
- h o m e f r i es
-pastries

C O N F ID E N C E (RJ
Fri-Sun 12:45 3 0 0 5 15 7:30 10:00
Mon-Thur 3 0 0 5 15 7:30 10.00
‘P H O N E BO O TH (R)
Fn-Sun 1:15 3:15 5:45 8:0b 10O0
Mon-Thur 3:15 5:45 8:00 10O0

Come try our daily fpcciais;
-spicy chile verde omelet
-Chinese ch i ck en salad
- B e lg i an Waf fle

M AP

Budget C afé
serves d elicio u s
fresh m eals dail y!

fF i

5 4 3 -0 5 2 4

* Downtown San Luis Obispo

B E S T LIV E TH EA TR E"

Q jiÄ g c s ih

3121 S. Higuera- Suite J.

404 From s irttt • Aviic iM Cb. CA 03424
805-5SS-742S

Fremont Theatre 541-2141

20e W|M(l SI. • n o • (S0S)S41-Tlttl
Ttee El CmM«o tM l ■AMMsStro

Located In beautiful Avila Beoch,
ttie Custom House is serving up
some of the Central Coast's best
cuisine. From our Incredible
breokfost omelets to our extensive
lunch menu featuring 15 gourmet
salads, Custom House offers a
great meal with a casual ond
relaxing atmosphere. Come in for
dinner and try some of our Fresh
Seafood or Slow Roosted Prime
Rib. We hove a large heated potlo
ond always welcome groups In
our large banquet focllitles.

M o v i& E)cf)exlB4iceM

A«Song, Dance
£ & Comedy

Serving trad itio n al and distinct
c u rrie s and house specialties.
Soup, appetizers, noodles, and
rice dishes served os in the that
hom e. Seafood and vegetarian,
lunch specials, easy parking.

Ocean View Dining

Sunday - Thuisdoy 8om to 9pm
Friday &Saturday 8om to tOpm

or - TTìc Lafis That
Loved A (^ b r

Bangkok Style Cuisine

0

to w n ?

Hon-SdUO:
SunII-

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

V R EST A U R A N T

n> ^

Get n í 9 h with the
best sandwiches in
town!
Celebiate 4:20 at Kii|li Stieel Strtet

LISA

Tbai-rrif® P IN E D E

W h a t’s

album, but it didn’t tell me any more
than what I read in her recent “Rolling
Stone” cover story.

B r e a k f a s t 8c L u n c h
open
Days
M o n . - S a t . f>am-2pm
S u n d a y s 7 a m - 2 pm

Come to Hudson's for...
B u rg e rs

T H E P IA N IS T (R)
Fn-Sun 12:15 6:15
Mon-Thur 6.15

C H IC A G O (PQ 13)
Fri-Thur 3 30 9:30

BU LLETPRO O F M O NK (PO-13)

S h a k e s

Rock

Roll!

Open 11:00am to Midnight • 7 Days a Week
541-5999 • 1005 Monterey 5t. 5LO
i 4..

.4 • t k r :

Fri-Sun 12:00 2:15 4:45 7:10 9:50
Mon-Thur 2 1 5 4 45 7:10 9 50

Times valid 4/25-5/01

*

m

Locals Only
Getaway
Packages

^

Luxury suites with
fireplaces and private
balcony mineral spas
Therapeutic massage
and facial services

^

Outdoor redwood
mineral spas

^

Give the g^i o f
relaxation! Gift
certificates available

starting at

$16900♦Package restriction» apply

i

hmna

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
8c Weekend Brunch
Indoor and Outdoor Garden Patio Dining
The most romantic restaurant on the Central Coast.

^SffCiJtncre
/

M IN E R A L S P R IN G S

1215 Avila Beach Dr.

1215 Avila Beach Dr.

805-595-7302

805-595-7365

www.sycamoresprings.com

www.sycamoresprings.com

l i t t h e b e a u t i f u l A v i l a V a lle y n e a r S a n L u i s O b i s p o
«

I

cal p o ly ’s phone b o o k

|

w w w .c o w p o ly .c o m

Financial Survival Workshops
April 29, 2003
T hat F r ee C h a rg e C a rd —
W h a t it R e a lt y C o sts You

May 6, 2003
w h a t D o e s Y ou r C r e d it R e p o r t
S a y A b o u t Y ou ?

May 20, 2003
R o o m s a n d W h e e ls

Tuesdays - Noon to 1:30
FREE LUNCH PROVIDED
Pre-Registration is Required
For more information and to register;
www.ess.calpoly.edu/_finaid/htinl/workshop-info.htm
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Cal Poly: Best in the West, 10 years running
► Magazine ranks College
of Engineering among
best non-doctoral
programs in the nation
By C hrissy R oth
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR

For the 10th straight year, Cal
Poly has been chosen as the best
largely undergraduate, public uni
versity in the West by U .S. News
and World Report.
A decade of such prestigious
recognition makes it clear that Cal
Poly’s standards of education co n 
tinue to he among the best in the

Cal Poly tied for third in acade
nation, said C al Poly President
mic reputation among all master’s
Warren Baker in a news release
“Achieving this recognition for institutions at W estern universi
10 consecutive years is further co n  ties. Along with the students and
firmation of the quality of our fac faculty, Zingg credits C al Ptily’s
ulty and the instruction they pro alumni, fund-raising com m ittees
vide our students, as well as the and academic teams for helping the
hard work of our support staff,’’ school maintain an outstanding
Baker said.
reputation.
Many factors may be attributed
T h e C ollege of Engineering
to such a high ranking. Paul Zingg, received recognition. The college
provost and vice president for was ranked as the ninth-best engi
Academic Affairs, stresses the rela neering program among all nontionship between instructors and doctoral schools.
students.
W ith the exception of the three
“W e’ve got a pretty successful major
service
academies
formula which combines an extra (Annapolis, the .Air Force and
ordinary faculty with an excellent West Point), Cal Poly was rated as
student body,” Zingg said. “After the best public institution in engi
neering.

putting
these
two variables
together, we end up with these
great results.”

“We’ve got a ¡pretty successful formula which combines
an extraordinary faculty with an excellent student body. \
After putting these two variables together, we end up
\
with these great results. “
(

“T his real
ly doesn’t surprise me at
all,” said Ed Holstead, member of
the A S l Board of Directors and
civil engineering senior. “T his is
what 1 expected when 1 chose to

Paul Z in g g

Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
graduates.”
Among its other accolades. Cal
Poly was named the l l t h- most selective public, undergraduate
university in the nation for accept
ing only 47 percent of those stu
dents who apply.
Cal Poly was also rated 10th
among all universities in the coun
try for having superior internships
and other w ork-experience pro
grams.
W hile Cal Poly has proved
C a l to be a dominant figure in the acad
Poly
graduates emic realm, the administration has
are very impressed by their no plans of letting up. Zingg assures
accomplishments as well as their that the university will continue to
strive towards improvement.
work ethic.
“Cal Poly has never been com 
“1 think Cal Poly’s reputation
precedes itselt,” Holstead said. “It’s p lacent,” Zingg said. “It’s never
e.specially apparent while talking to been satisfied with sitting on its
com panies in the Bay Area. hands and letting its reputation run
T hey’re very eager to hire Poly itself.”

come to Cal Poly. 1 knew it was one
of the best engineering programs in
the nation.”
Zingg praises the success of Cal
Poly alumni for constantly improv
ing the reputation of the College of
Engineering.
He said the engineers that gradu
ate from Cal Poly are extremely
employable and receive numerous
job offers. Companies that have
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EARLY mitD SPECIAL ^
e ABT«ii»l/20ff sSi i
EverydayBefore Noon. |

P
R

F IV E TAN
SP E C IA L

tJ

BUY ONE TAN
1 GET ONE FREEI3

Regular Bed
^23
^ Power Bed
M3 ^
V High Pressure Bed 563 I

Regular Bed
*7
Power Bed
514 TI
High Pressure Bed 530 S

Not v « M wHb any othtr often.
SLOCV.Eiiplr— iiZOA».
_

Mu«t be ueea by S/20/03.

91.3

i

8LOCV

2050 GARFIELD STR EET
SAN LUIS OBISPO.CA
(800) 544-7250
W W W .DAYSINNSLO.COM

Heated Pool and Spa
Filnesa Room and Guest Laundry
IValk to Downtown Shops and Restaurants
New Executive Suites and In-Room Spas
Deluxe Continental Breakfast
Free Trolley to Farmers .\4arket
Near Cal Poly
\sk about..
Satellite TV

c:*ü Poh

667 Marsh St. •San Luis Obispi> •Corner of Broad & Marsh
M-Th 8-9:30 •Fri 8-8 •Sat & Sun 8-6 •www.lannerscove.net
Also in Santa .Maria •323 Town O nter Weal •922-7377

S tu d e n ts

Why fight parking? Traffic??
M a k e

y o u r

life

e a s ie r...

Take

O TRAIM SIT

541-BUSS
I.I.I.I.F IJ .I.'L IB T

>

I.I.U .F !IJ .I.I.H

Bus subsidy paid for by
Cal Poly parking fees.
For more information contact
Commuter &Access Services
at 756-6680.

L I . N . H J . I .I . F I '

C Tm

i

CAL P a y L .
\
Commuter & Access Services
UNIVERSirY P0LK:C OffARTMENT

We pr ov i de ser vi ced!
women & men i n c l u d i n g :
Birth Control
A
Vasectomy
|p
Mid-life services
Pregnancy testing
Options Counseling
STI testing & treatments
Emergency Contraception
Confidential HIV
Gynecbfogical exams

We offer service'« at no cost for those
who qualify for state funding
We also accept Medi-Cal,

IP Planned Parenthood;
743 Pismo St
San Luis O b is p o '
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 9 -9 4 4 6
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Cal Poly space systems club launches rocket
By Graham Womack
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

The Cal Poly Space Sysretns Club
successfully launched a three-stage clus
ter rtx:ket Saturday aftemaan, under
sunny skies in a farm field near
Bakersfield.
About 25 people, including a numIvr of IcK'al middle schcKjl students, were
on-hand when the bexaster left ground
at 3:30 p.m., ending four hours of fran
tic work by club members to fix electri
cal problems on one of the rtxzkets and
debates that the Kxaster would not
launch.
“We’ve been working on this project
in small steps, and we finally put all the
pieces together yesterday,’’ faculty ad\’isiir Deanne l>eturris said.
The club staged its latest launch to
gather data for NASA Lingley Flight
Research Center in Virginia, which
gave the students a $50,000 grant two
years ago to construct scale models of
rocket Kxisters and record in-flight
data.
“That was the launch we’ve been
1(Hiking tor two years,” club member and
fifth-year aerospace graduate student
Tre\'or Foster said.
The launch built ujxm the club’s last
outing, Jan. 3 at (!)amp Roberts, where
e.xperimental in-flight data recording
systems operated on one rix:kel. This
time, that equipment operated on all
three riKkets that diverged off of the
center stage while it was airKime,
enabling the club to record flight and
■landing data for NASA.
Vice President of Research and

I'Vvelopment Tluimas Farrell said a
large measure of success for this
launch came from the “clean and
beautiful separation” by the three
rockets and the “textbtxtk landing” for
the main stage, as each enabled
greater data-gathering abilities.
After the bexister launched, pilots
I3an Macy and Foster used radio con
trols to guide two of the rockets while
the other dropped intmediately, para
chuting safely to ground. Electrical
engineering freshman Chris LaFlash
and Farrell stcxxl by on laptops, mon
itoring in-flight data as it relayed.
The launch culminated a day that
began at 7 a.m. at Cal Poly and almost The Cal Poly Space Systems' rocket was
ended at 11:30 am, when catastrophe launched over th e w eekend near Fresno.
struck during the first attempt to
whether or not to launch. The club
launch.
built much of the rcx:kets on-campus
“We were .seriously 30 seconds away out of homemade parts, but Farrell said
from the countdown ami one of the members feared any in-flight disaster
electrical systems failed,” said vice would wreck the estimated $4,000 to
president of operations Andrew $5,000 in purcha.sed electrical systems
Gibson.
onboard.
Club members worked frantically for
“We were afraid that the whole clus
the next tour hours to fix the systems, ter would come screaming down, like a
ANDREW GIBSONX/CAL POLY SPACE SYSTEMS
which got’emed altitude measurements. very expensive lawn dart,” Farrell .said.
Aerospace
engine
ering
senior
Tom Farrell ( le f t ) , electrical
LtFlash spent much of the titne on a
Most of the officers did not want to
engineering freshm an Chris LaFlash (to p) and aerospace
ladder, using soldering equiptnent and a launch, Gibson said, but the members
engineering senior Ben W erle (behind) w o rk on the rocket
screwdriver to fix the nx:ket while it decided to risk it an\’way.
last Saturday.
remained on the platform, eight feet in
“Some people would say it’s not
the air.
The launch is tentatively set tor
worth the risk,” Farrell said. “But we
LaFlash first added extension wires to take Cal Poly’s ‘Learn By l\)ing’ motto
May
12 in Bay Aires, near Fresno. The
Saturday’s launch provided much of the
the rtxket’s battery to check its voltage. to heart, so we launched it anyway.”
data the club needs to make its final club can’t launch in San Luis Obispo,
Aftet LitFlash and othet memK'rs con
The .success of the launch could help report in June tor NASA, aKxit their Farrell said, becau.se the vehicle
cluded around 3 p.m. that the battery secure NASA funding for next year, contract.
remains experimental and the size of
was dead, one of the members pulled his I\*turris said.
“For the most part we have satisfied the motor requires F.AA clearance,
car up to charge the battery.
“Basically, we’p.' prm’ing we’re rntst- what we set out to do,” Foster said. “We which would not be granted since
IXiring the 15 minutes that the hat- WLirthy,” IX'turris .siid.
will do one more launch just to get there are no open fields tor launch in
ter\- was charging, the club debated
San Luis Obi.spo.
One final data-gathering launch is data.”
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Visions

NYU LGBT Teamwork, dedication key for ROTC students
office,
“Even though I stress out about getting everything
done, after a quarter is finished, I feel like 1 learned so
military club
much from the ROTC program that other teachers
don’t teach.”
build ties
By Jenni M in tz

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

By D avid K eating
Washington Square News (New York U.)
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(U -W IRE) NEW YORK — The
controversy surrounding a student
council decision last year to recog
nize a military club on campus has
cooled, making way for an unlikely
collaboration between the con
tentious organization and New York
University's lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender community.
The new Military Science Club,
initially called the R O T C Club,
faced opposition in October when it
was approved, with some reserva
tions, by the College of Arts and
Science Student Council.
The debate centered on U .S. mili
tary policies that ban openly gay men
and women from serving in the
armed forces. RO TC , a popular col
lege military organization that does
not currently have an NYU office, is
run by the various armed forces.
Since the council’s decision, the
military club has made an effort to
counter its negative image by reach
ing out to NYU’s LG BT community.
Jessica Pettitt, a program adviser
for NYU’s Office of LG BT Student
Services, .said she was contacted by
the military club soon after it was
recognized by the council.
“They e-mailcd me after they had
been approved and said that the club
wasn’t against the gay community
and that they wanted to do some
thing to counter this image,” Pettitt
said.
Pettitt and military club member
Austin Stringfellow then began to
build a relatioaship between the two
groups. LG BT Student Services host
ed a luncheon Feb. 25 attended by
representatives from the two organi
zations.
“They were worried about being
perceived as a legitimate club,”
Pettitt said. “For them it was about
image control.”
This effort to clarify its image
began when the military club
changed its name, removing RO TC
from its title to eliminate a perceived
affiliation with the official RO TC
organization. TT»e change was sug
gested at multiple student council
meetings in order to dissociate the
club from the possible stigma of
R O T C ’s support of the military’s
policies on gays.
Stringfellow, a General Studies
Program freshmsin, said it became
important for the club to show that it
did not intend to discriminate
against openly gay students.
“T he lunch we had with the
L G B T office was productive,"
Stringfellow said. “We discussed their
concerns for the possibility of our
excluding people from the club and
we had the opportunity to reassure
them that the club would not
exclude any student for any reason.”
The organizations made plans at
the meeting for future collaboration
between the two groups, including
possible community service projects,
.sensitivity training and forums.
Peter Chien, an openly gay sixthyear graduate student who attended
the meeting, said he felt that both
groups have to work toward under
standing each other.

Daybreak for Reserved Officers
Training Core (ROTC) cadets on the
Cal Poly campus means starting with a
grueling workout at 6 a.m. before class
es.
Waking up with the .sim is one of the
many challenges the RO TC cadets
tackle everyday.
RO TC cadets attend physical train
ing five days a week to build strength
and endurance.
Physical training, or FT, consists of
running, pushups, sit-ups, pull-ups and a
variety of other activities from 6 to 7:15
a.m. After FT, some ROTC members
have a military science class while oth
ers, like mechanical engineering junior
Jon Key, continue their workout.
This is Key’s third year in ROTC. He
has advanced in ranks to administrative
management, S-1, 1st Lieutenant. His
job duties include organizing events and
inviting guests.
“1 serve because 1 enjoy it,” Key said.
“I’ve learned so many army values like
integrity, loyalty and respect. You have
to have values or else you and your

WHAT

DOES

IT

grcxip fails. Everything requires working
as a team.”
For many cadets like Key, the most
difficult part about being in ROTC is
the time intensive workload from class
es and the program.
“Even though 1 stress out about get
ting everything done, after a quarter is
finished, 1 feel like I learned so much
from the ROTC program that other
teachers don’t teach,” Key said.
Campbell will continue pushing her
“Basically, you have responsibility for a self to succeed in her future endeavors.
lot of people, so it makes you think fast
“I’m being branched aviation, so I’m
on your feet.”
going to fly helicopters,” Campbell said.
The thrill of achieving personal "I’m extremely excited. I’m going to
growth and overcoming challenges is flight school tentatively in August and
one of the main factors that led animal I’m on cloud nine because tliat is exact
science senior Kyle Campbell to her ly what 1 want to do.”
rank as lieutenant colonel and battalion
Architectural engineering sopho
commander.
more Ryan Adams, RO TC team leader
Campbell spent six years at the New for the first squad, said being in ROTC
Mexico Military Institute. She moved helps him alleviate schotil related
to San Luis Obispx) in 2000 and contin stress.
ued her ROTC training.
“Through ROTC, I’ve gained a bet
“1 really enjoy the lifestyle, the chal ter understanding of myself and my abil
lenges and the experiences,” Campbell ities as a person, as well as about friend
said. “A lot of people don’t have to orga ship,” Adams said. “1 can honestly say
nize and evaluate 50 people. They don’t some of the people involved with
get the opportunity to push themselves RO TC 1 can see myself being fhends
to do things that are that difficult.”
with my entire life.”

TAKE

TO

REALIZE

it takes

YOUR

»

Jon Key
mechanical engineering junior
Although the RO TC cadets train for
war, they are not on active duty, and not
in danger of being called to war against
Iraq. However, Key said that he is confi
dent that once trained, war would not
seem so ominous.
“Fighting in war really isn’t as scary as
people think,” Key said. “You have a lot
of support from your brothers and sisters
supporting you. We’re like a big family
out there.”
Key said he is relieved that the war is
over, and feels that the mission was
completed successfully. To those against
the war. Key said it is their constitution
al right to have an opinion.
As for these cadets, they tend to
divsagree.
“1 would follow my commander-inchief anywhere,” Campbell said.

DREAM?
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At Chela Financial, w e 're dedicated to helping students achieve th e ir education dream s.
We've made h igher education a re a lity fo r hundreds of thousands of students by o ffe ring;
• Some of the best Interest rate discounts in the nation on Federal Stafford and PLUS Loans
• C om petitive rate s and flexible repaym ent options on o u r consu m e r •
education loans
H e lp fu l and p ra c tic a l in fo rm a tio n and planning tools on o u r
Web site at lo a n sA stu d e n ts.o rg /sn
P utting education w ith in the reach of students is o u r passion.
In fact, fo r the past 20 years, it ’s been o u r sole focus.
To find out m ore, c a ll us at 1 . 800.347 -A352 o r v is it us at
lo a n sA stu d e n ts.o rg /sn today. Our education financing specialists are
standing by to a nsw er a ll your questions and provide the best possible
education finan cing so lu tio n fo r you.
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he dorms at Cal Poly are filled with ex-cheerleaders, ex-student body presidents, ex-biology club members, ex-debate team members and ex-baseball play
ers. But if you’re not ready to become an ‘ex’ yet, there are many ways to get involved on campus from the Crops Club to the Human Powered Vehicle
Team. And, no, 1 did not make that one up! The following is a list of the groups on campus that are looking for your invovlement:

ACADEMIC
Agri-Business Management (ABM, NAMA)
American Chemical Society (A C S)
American Institute of Architecture Students (A IA S)
American Institute of Floral Designers (AIFD)
American Society of Ag Engineering (A SA E)
American Student Dental Assoc. (A SD A )
Architecture & Enviromental Design College Council
(CAED)
Assoc, for Computing Machinery (A CM )
AssiKiates Students in Planning
Audio Engineering Society (A ES)
Block and Bridle
Child Development Association
Club 34 (Art and Design)
College of Science & Math Ambassadors (C O SA M )
Crops Club
Cutting and Reining
Earth Soil &. Water Conservation
Environmental Horticult. Science Club
Epsilon Pi Tau
Friends of Shakespeare Press Museum
Golden Key National Honor Society
Historical Society
Human Powered Vehicle Team (HPV)
International Career Conference (IC C )
Kinesiology Club
Latinos in Agriculture (LIA)
More Info Liberal Arts Student Council
Los Lecheros in Dairy
Materials Engineering Student Society (M ESS)
MBA Association Mortar Board
National Asstx:. of Home Builders
National Society of Collegiate Scholars (N SC S)
Nutrition Club
Packaging Ass<x:iation
Pi Alpha Xi
Political Science Club
Poly Pack
Soc. for Technical Communication Academic
StK. of Environmental Engineers (SENVE)
Society for Microbiology & Biotechnology
SiKiety of Automotive Engineers (SA E) Space Systems
(C P SS)
Speech Communication Club (SPC )
Structural Engineers Ass(KÍation (SEA O C )
Student Mechanized Branch (SM B)
Sustainable Student Farm Club (aka Sustainable Ag. Club)
Teachers StKiety, Cal Poly (C PTS)
Tri Beta
University Singers Club
Upsilon Pi Epsilon
Wildlife Club
AGRICULTURAL
Ag. Communicators of Tomorrow Ag
Ag. Engineering Society (AES)
Ag. Student Council Ag More Info Agri-Business
Management (ABM , NAMAAgricultural Ambassadors Ag
Alpha Tau Alpha (Ag Ed honor)

More Info Alpha Zeta
American Institute of Floral Designers (AIFD)
American Society of Ag Engineering (ASAE)
Assoc, of Environmental Prof.
Block and Bridle
Crops Club
Cutting and Reining
Earth Soil &. Water Conservation
Environmental Horticult. Science Club
Latinos in Agriculture (LIA)
Los Lecheros in Dairy
Nutrition Club
Pi Alpha Xi
Soc. of American Foresters (SA F)
More Info Student Mechanized Branch (SM B)
Sustainable Student Farm Club (aka Sustainable Ag. Club)
Veterinary Science Club

ARCHITECTURE
Amer. c. of Landscape Arch., Student chapter of Arch
American Institute of Architecture Students (A IA S)
Architecture &. Enviromental Design College Council
(CAED)
AsstKiates Students in Planning
Construction Specification Institute (CSI)
National Assoc, of Home Builders
Structural Engineers Association (SEA O C)
BUSINESS
Accounting Club (CPAC)
Alpha Kappa Psi
American Marketing Association (AM A)
Industrial Technology Society Bus
Information Systems Association (ISA)
International Career Conference (IC C )
MBA Association
Packaging Association
Poly Pack
Public Relations Student StKiety of America (PRSSA at
Cal Poly)
Society for Advancement of Management
Undergraduate Law Association
COMMUNITY SERVICE
Circle K International
Mortar Ekiard
COMPUTING
A ssck . for Qimputing Machinery (ACM )
Upsilon Pi Epsilon
ENGINEERING
Air Conditioning Club Eng
Alpha Sigma Mu
Amateur Radio Club (CPARC)
American Foundry Society
American Indian Science &. Eng. Soc. (A ISES)
As.stK. for Computing Machinery (ACM )
Audio Engineering Society (A ES)
Chi Epsilon

Electrical Engineering Council Eng
Eta Kappa Nu
Human Powered Vehicle Team (HPV)
Institute of Electrical / Electronic Engrs. (IEEE)
Materials Engineering Student Society (M ESS)
Soc. of Environmental Engineers (SENVE)
Soc.iety of Black Engineers and Scientists (SBES)
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE)
Space Systems (C PSS)
Sigma Gamma Tau
Sigma Tau Delta
Upsilon Pi Epsilon

HONOR
Alpha Tau Alpha (Ag Ed honor)
Alpha Zeta Environmental Horticult. Science Club
Epsilon Pi Tau
Golden Key National Honor Soc.
Honors Program Club University Honors
Kappa Kappa Psi
National Society of Collegiate Scholars (N SCS)
Sigma Gamma Tau
Upsilon Pi Epsilon
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
Delta Chi
Kappa Sigma
Lambda Phi Epsilon
Phi Sigma Kappa
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE)
Upsilon Pi Epsilon
LIBERAL ARTS
Child Development AsstKiation
Club 34 (Art and Design)
Historical StKiety
Liberal Arts Ambassadors
Liberal Arts Student Council
Minna No Anime
Pep Band
Political Science Club
Poly Ink
Speech Qimmunication Club (SPC )
Teachers Society, Cal Poly (C PTS)
University Jazz Band
University Singers Club

— Caroline Lindahl is a Mustang Daily contributor

Classified Advertising
G ra p h ic A rts B u ild in g , R oom
Help W a n te d

226 Cal P oly, San Luis O b isp o , CA 93407 ( 805 ) 756-1143

Employment

Desk Clerk
Full and part time.
Applications available at Avila
Hot Springs
250 Avila Beach Dr., SLO

S u m m e r C a m p C o u n s e lo rs
Decathlon Sports Club Palo Alto 6/23-8/15 9am-4pm
www.decathlonsportsclub.com

E m ploym ent

I

Announcements
A tte n tlo n all yo u au d io
fa n a tic s:

Are you strong enough to be a
m eathead mover?
Set your own hours
Get paid to work out
Work with peers
Make great money
Call 544-6328 for try-outs

Don’t miss out on the audio
experience of a lifetime!
Be sure to stop by the A u d io
E n g in e e rin g S o c ie ty Booth
during O pen House
located between bldg. 38 and 10

H o m e s F o r Sal e
View virtually ALL Homes
4 Sale in SLO @

I

Rental Housing
60 Casa St.
Townhouses. Now taking
applications for Sept. 10.
Non-smoker, quiet, no pets.
Houses for rent also!
Call Bea 543-7555

Don’t miss out on your choice of
housing for the 2003-2004 school
year. 1 and 2 bedroom s available.
Call 544-3952 or visit
ww w.slorentals.com .

or call Tim Riley @ 748-1197

SU M M ER C A M PS

Classifieds

www.daycampjobs.com

756-1143-

H o m e s F o r Sal e
Houses and condos for sale
For a free list of ali houses and
condos for sale in SLO cali Nelson
Real Estate 546-1990 or email
Steve @slohomes.com

Personals

w w w .S L O H o m e s 4 S a le .c o m

2 bedroom condo, attached
garage and utility room/optional
bedroom.
* W alk to Poly $319K 783-2240

I

Looking for Sum m er housing?
Under $400 per month!
W alking distance to campus.
Please call 805-544-5141
Don’t miss out! Call ASAP.

Hey all you single women out
there! Tired of going on endless
dates, finding no satisfaction?
Well, look no further! I am a single,
tall, outgoing male who knows how
to treat a lady right.
Call Adam at 440-8504

C la s s ifie d s are killer!

EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE WEEKEND STORE HOURS

Locations to
SERVE YO U

" FRI.
SAT.
SUN.

April 25 7;45ofn-5:00pm
April 26 9:00om - 5:Q0pm
April 27 11:00am -2:00pm

El C o r r a l
Bo o ksto r e

El Corral Bookstore is a full-service student store offering textbooks, educationally priced computers
and software, general reading and reference books, student supplies, dorm room supplies,
greeting cards, stationery. Cal Poly clothing and gifts, bookbags and much more.

A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION SERVING C a L P o I.Y SINCE 1933

w w w .e lca rra lb a a k sta re .ca in
University Union

Ii

I
WE carry all required and recommended books
GET the books when you need them
RESERVE or purchase your textbooks on-line
CONVENIENT returns (no return postage)
INSTANT refunds
LARGEST used book inventory (saving you $$)
COMPETITIVE low prices
SHOP ONCE (If the books haven't arrived, prepay and we'll call you)
GUARANTEED highest buyback
EXTRA 10% on buyback when you deposit your buy back into
Campus Express
PROFITS benefit Cal Poly students
VIP BUYBACK (reserve your textbooks and be eligible to sell your
books back at the best price possible)

ADVANTAG E

Educationally priced

PCs & MACS
Save on all Apple and Dell computers

Save on software titles like- Photoshop,

Visit us today and get a head start on

P ag em aker, D re a m w e a v e r and many others!

learning the tools you need to succeed.

Save up to 75% off retail prices!

U N IV E R SIT Y S q u a r e
S70 FootiiiN Bfvd. open 7 doys a week
CAL POCr BOOKS WEEKEND STORE HOURS

FW April 25 7:00om - 6:00pm
SAT. April 26 9‘.00am 5;00pm SUN April 27 H OOom S.OOpm

D O W N TO W N
959 Higuera St. open 7 days o week
ciliIxiiHnglOyeonofsarvkt
CAL POLY D O W N TO W N WEEKEND STORE HOURS

, THU. April 24 KhOOom 9:00pm FRT April 25 lOiOOom 9:00pm
SAT April 26 10:00om 6:00pm SUN. April 27 li: 00om 5:00pm

